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by Tana Schlepp
More and more athletes
are distancing themselves.
from us non-athletic stu-
dents. Many of them claim
to not have any more oppor-
tunities than the rest of us,
but this is not true. Not only
do they have a comfortable
computer lab and study area,
but they also receive special
help from tutors.
Recently, in one of my
communication courses (I
won't get specific so as to
protect the identity of the'
professor) the athletes in the
class were given their own
tutoring session the morn-
ing of our last test.
The' session was held in
the communication lounge
where many of us went to
study that morning. Upon
our arrival we were turned
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away and told to go some-
where else by the tutor
because the session was
reserved just for athletes.
This of course bothered us.
It was clearly discrimination'
hased on the fact we are not
part of the athletic pro-
gram. Deciding to just
'brush this insult off, we
relocated and studied in a
different area.
After the test, a male bas-
ketball player told us that
the test was a piece of cake
because the tutor went over
the test questions with them
prior to the test
This was an outrage. I
believe that for this reason,
those of us non-athletes
were asked to remove our-
selves from their tutoring
session.
To clarify even more,
there was a study session set
up for us the week before the
test and it turns out we had
.the same tutor as the ath-
letes. The only difference in
the study sessions was that
the athletes were given test
questions and answers and
we were not.
I am very interested to
see how their grades on all
the tests we've taken this
semester differ from ours.
If all of their "tutoring"
sessions have been like 'this
last one, I guarantee you
that their, test scores are
dramatically higher than
those of us not given the
answers.
All stu-
dents are
created
equal,; but
some stu-
dents are
more
equal
than oth-
ers.
Editorial
photo by
Ted
Hannon.
- Tana Schlepp is maJonng
in Communication '
~
STDs infect, irritate students
by Carolyn Marie Lucas
The Orion (California State
U-Chico)
CHICO, Calif. - When
Mary" decided to become "hot
and heavy" with her boyfriend
last spring, she was interrupt-
ed by the inconceivable urge to
itch below the belt.
"The heat of the moment
was completely gone as I, all of
a sudden, couldn't stand it any
longer," said the Chico State
University sophomore. "I
needed to scratch - badly,"
Two days later, while taking
her final exam, the itch
,plagued her again.
Squirming in her seat, Mary
ignored the irritating itch
down under in hope that the
problem would magically dis-
appear on its own.
"It was like there was ants -
in my pants," Mary said.
Frustrated once again by
her sensation to scratch, she
examined herself in the bath-
room. There she noticed age and at any time. awareness campaign "Know for active people will have had an
bumps for the first time, According to the National Sure" to educate sexually STD," Stalker said. "That's a
For a couple of weeks, she Institute of Allergy and active people about the avail- lot of young people,"
tried numerous brands of dif- Infectious Diseases, it is esti- ability of tests and treatments Last year at Chico State,
ferent creams and over-the- mated that each year, 15.3 mil- ' for STDs. 9,003 treatments were given
counter drugs for treatment. lion new cases of STDs will be "If you don't think that you for genital warts, 782 people
But the bumps stayed and reported in the United States, are at risk, chances are you are were screened for STDs and
began to spread. and at least a quarter of those not going to be tested," said 2;658 took a chlamydia test.
Mary soon realized that affected will be between the Michael Stalker, ASHA senior Statistics also showed .that 60
there was something very agesof 15 to 21. director of communication. people were diagnosed with
wrong. 'What makes STDs so dan" . "The reality is, if you have sex genital herpes, 50 tested posi-
An appointment with a gerous is that they are easily With someone who has sex tive for chlamydia, one new
gynecologist confirmed spread because they are.being with someone else, you could case of gonorrhea was found
Mary's fears: She had vaginal passed from one person to be at risk But the only way to and no one was reported of
warts from human papilloma another through vaginal, oral know for sure is to get tested," 'having HIV, Pneuman said. '
virus, which is characterized as or anal sexual intercourse," 'Studies performed by ASHA . 'i\t the health center..we
a sexually transmitted disease. said Dr. Linda Pneuman of the estimated that one in four men figure 35 to 15 people come in
Those affiicted with HPV can Student Health Center. "It's and one in five women in the a day for treatment of an
be treated, but there is no cure also impossible to tell if some- United States are infected with STD," she said.
for the STD. one has an STD just by look- an STD: The thought of 'uncertainty ,
"Once the doctor said I had ing at him or her." Out of those men and drove some, like junior Robin
an STD, I couldn't believe it,", ' ,Millions of>young people ' ,wom~nl,80pe~ent don't.know, Williams, to take a basic STD
Mary,said.~·X;Jiave;aiwa)lsl" are infected wi~han ~ID, arid Il )j:I,~au~etHey dpnot'ret;0~!1Je l., "and';ArpS test, .~ >4:"i ~
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people away from ideas that,
actually edify and better pe0-
ple. Some of the messages you
, pro~o.te ~ a direct enemy of
, Christian Ideas and doctrines. '
Is your staff comprised
entirely of atheist homosexu-
als?
I witness to you that some-
one will be held accountable
for the harm your paper does
to the souls of the students of
, "BSU.
There are
"S~D$;;:'~ii?ri~'>!');:};;}"'\;~ J:""
». ;';~~';.'fr.()/i\'~.'\;',,~~NtS.'c believe in
, ,'r ," - ,\',V
urated with 7~'.'''';''',"",,'';Wo~-'''· right and
out-of-context information and . wrong
manipulative language. and also that these ideas are
Also I perceive that an not negotiable. I know this is
incredibly disproportionate hard for you to see from your
part of your paper obviously 've~ worl~y and rationalized
pushes a pro-homosexual agen- ~mt of. ,:ew, but God as my
·da, witness It 19 true.
It is it gross error to lump . ;Honiosex}lality·is wrong. It
together people that condemn ~J~st as plainly wrong as
homosexual behavior with big- killing someone. ,
oted racists. HOMOSEXUALS But who knows, keep .uP
ARE NOT A RACEllt is an your "objective reporting" and
·act, a IU:estyle, a c~oice, and not y?~ mil?ht ~n~,; ~ that
an ethmc group with human -killing 19 a choice as well that
rights. It is not a human right should not have anyconse-
to kill, so why is it a human ' . quences.
right to be homosexual? This whole idea of not
. You know I feel that a great being responsible for our
·part of your so-called report- behavior (whether it be sexual
ing is directly tesponsible for or not) is the greatest danger
leading a great many people , our society is dealing with.
into ~ frenzy of controversy Wh~n you ~o": stories to
that 19 a catalyst for keeping be published that directly sup-
port these corrupt ideas you
Arbiter staft' members
, are atheist homosexu-
als '
~' :,
. I am a gi-aduating senior '
that wants to write a few sen-
tences to your staff to let you
know how one of your audi-
ence members feels about your
product. It seems 'to me that'
every time I pick up an issue of
The Arbiter,' the content-is '
'laced with
"so-called"
objective
news stories
that are sat-
r , ,~
are directly contributing to the
downfall of society and of
humanity.
I pray that someone at The
Arbiter will take a more": .
s?l~ stance on their respon-
sibility to promote ideas that
are edifying and correct not
destructive and corrupt.
Scott Tomlinson
Advertisers should not
control press
I would just like to commend
you on the way you are han-
dling' the issue regarding ,
"love letters." Although I feel
that everyone has he right to,
voice their opinion, giving in
to the demands of the paid
advertisers defeats the pur-
pose of free speech. You had
the right not to run a political
and/or controversial paid ads
and it was a good choice.
Everyone has always had the
right to put 'anything in the
opinion section, which I
understand these people
turned down. Instead they
have resorted to scare tactics
and threats to get you to run
their ad. Ifind this type of
behavior from a Christian
group appalling. In my opin-
!on their actions are not only
m very bad taste, but show
poor judgment and is counter
productive because it puts
them in a poor light and does
not make me want to see
things their way.
Lyn Collins
~dltor attacked by
Ignorance
In response to a letterwrit-
ten last month byJustin
Becker, I would like to extend
my support and appreciation of
The Arbiter's editor. Though
hard to decipher, I believe he
was upset that The Arbiter
refused to print a controversial
advertisement. Mr. Becker
unabashedly proclaimed his .
.ignorance by attacking the edi-
tor and a ..MfV sotted
America," I believe our editor
showed journalistic integrity,
as well as demonstrated the
doctrine of free speech. If
there is controversy to be writ-
ten about it should be con-
ducive to the interests of stu-
dents and the university. Mr.
Becker, who proclaims his non-
student status as an excuse for
his poorly written and point-
less letter, is not concerned '
with campus issues and is
missing the picture.
Sincerely,
Leah Dunn.
.:....Arbiter
19,10 University Drive,
Boise Idaho 88725 .
, Phone: (208) 8405-8204 '
Fax: (208) 8.85-8198
e-mail:
,$:ditor@arbitermail,com
www.arbfteronllne.com
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Fed's fu"d snatching'{~fdrug 'charge,s rid:icui():iJ~,
byM.m Chaney. year, a seoond ()ffense~makestudents'records. In other . tuition steadily riSing alLqver .The fll;c~~'Georgew. has
.n~~J~'L.: .Mississippian (U. yOIJ,ineligib.le....for.tWo ye..arsand . words"Bus~. has decreed..that a the,. co.untr.y,!he .governrnen.t..abo.. ~tasmuc~!?O.m:~"Cheech"
MtSSlS~7J'Pi) a third offense will prevent you person s .history of drug use should be figunng out newways M~ for cntiClZmgpeople for
. ! from everreceiving federal aid. should not be kept private. This to give out more aid to more stu- abusing illegal drugs.' You don't
OXFORD, Miss. _ Some col- If you are convicted of selling. is the same guy that cried inva- dents, not new ways to take aid 'throw stones fromglass houses,
lege students may see their fed- drugs, you will be ineligible' for sion into his private affairs when away from those who need it and the biggest glass house in
eral aid money go "up in smoke" two years. A second selling con- questioned about his drug use most America' sits at 1600
after a decision by the Bush viction will make you perm a- . during the presidential cam- The policy of the govern- Pennsylvania Ave. It's a pretty
administration to more tightly nently ineligible. . paign. If he claims his drug his- ment shouldn't be to punish well-known fact that "lil' Bush"
e!1forcea la~ preven.ting federal . In th~past when applying for tory .sho~dn't be a factorwhen drug ad~ic~' but.to help. them snorted enough coke to ch?ke a
. aid from being provided.to stu- , federal aid, students were asked considering who should run the beat their disease and become moose when he was a kid. If
dents with drug convictions. if they had ever been convicted country, why should it be a fac- productive members of society. .ever an example existed show-
George W. says drugs are b~d ?f sell__ to;when.con- Let'sputsomelogi~behiJ:idthis. ingthat.are.cove~gusercanbe
and the federal government will mg or s i d e r I n g The government Isgomg to productive in society he would
not subsidize drug users. Or ...at possess- -. • whom should help drug' addicts get better be it .
le~stwethinkthat'swhafhesaid i n g ..~ receive aid to . lives for themselves,by denying But what if Yale (or wherev-
... It was hard to make out what dr u g s . ----'----- go to college? them the resources needed to er George went) had found out
he was saying with that rolled The students could refuse to The new law won't affect get an education? Yes, some about Bush's nasty habit and
$100 stuck up his nose and that answer the question, and it those. in the upper- to extra supervision and restric- had kicked him out? Where
loud snorting sound he kept .would not count against them upper/middle-classes, because tions may need to be placed on would he be today? Probably
making. (makes sense to me - Fifth students from these families federal aid recipients with drug passed out on his little brother's
According to the law, stu- Amendment, no self-conviction). generally don't rely on federal convictions - mandatory enroll- couch in the Florida governor's
dents who were tried as an adult But, under the new enforcement aid to attend college. Federal aid ment in drug treatment pro- mansion wearing nothing but a
and convicted of possessing or of the law, students are required and a college education to those grams and class attendance Texas Rangers baseball cap and
selling drugs will be denied fed- to answer the question. Failure who otherwise couldn't afford it requirements might not be bad a grass skirt
eral aid for college for a varying to do so would result in loss of are key to breaking the cycle of ideas.
length of time. A first- offense aid. And, just to keep things poverty that plagues our society, But, opportunities as big as a
conviction for possession will honest, the government has said and should be offered to as many college attendance shouldn't be
make you ineligible for aid for a it will conduct random audits of people as possible. With college taken away.
. .
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byLesl~igb Owen
After a semester of chain-
ing.yourself to the: books
and studying with a :dogged
determination that would
dazzle even the most jaded
guidance counselor, you need
a reprieve. A relief. A "finals
relief," if you will.
Something loud, proud and
socially conscious enough to
make you feel A-OK about'
bashing the academic demon
for night.' ,
Well, hold on tight to
your graduation tassels
because. Consolidated is com-
ing to. town. Yes, Student
Advocates for Gender
Equality and the BSU
Women's Center have
answered your cries of help
by bringing to BSU the pro-
gressive, feminist,
punk/rock/rap band
Consolidated on May 4< from
7 p.m. to midnight in the
Hatch A/B Ballroom. With
such' , pet-enn,ial' hits~s
"Col\ege Radio;" "Guns 'and
Boys Who Kill," and "Unity
. of Oppression," this group
covers every progressive
topic from racism to repro:-
ductive freedom; from vege-
tarianism to violence.
Truth to be told" I didn't
catch on to
t .. h eTh
Consolidated
craze till
quite recently.
Sure, I'd
heard of
them, but I,
not the worlds most ardent
rock fan, managed to keep
my distance. That all
changed on a recent car trip
when my sister took advan-
tage of my seatbelted immo-
bility to blast Consolidated
tunes. Happily I found
myself greeted by a very
pleasant techno beat (I'm a,
child of the late-eighties -
so sue me). By the time
.' they'd jilstfinlshedrhYPJmg
"~nviroriment" with "vio-
i' ! j\. ',' "; ,: ' •. ' .' ,1 .
len~:',N~,t It,'f''0:~,inu~e,s later ,I
was signed on as an, 'official
fan. ':, :,', , '
As, if, .the.jnere news of
their arrival and the touch-
ing tale of my musical awak-
ing aren't enough, here, are
ten more .rea-
sons you need to
come jam with
Consolidated: '
In light of
at Idaho's less-~~~t' than-radical
political climate,
Consolidated has agreed to
pay for virtually free in
Boise. As a result, their con-
cert costs zip, nada, zero
dinero. That's right they've
donated their time to help
raise awareness in Boise and
we're passing the savings on
to you.
And everyone says femi-
nists have no sense of
humor. This radical feminist,
Independent
Study IN IDAHO
Contact us:
. Toll Free: 877.464.3246
Locally: 208.885.6641
E-mail: indepst@uidaho.edu
all-male bandlJursts! with session, Af~er\~~tching an
h,i~larity. .'. From' " shlging anti-women, anti-choice. bill
"CollegeRadio," .~ ~ong itlta~ slingjshot i into l/!,\v, hearing
sil~irizes tepid libera~s ,jq one too many stories about
general and the commercial- ignorant lawmakers making
ism of the' music industry in statewide decisions based on
particular, to , splicing their level of boredom, and
excerpts from newscasts that reading way to many smug,
portray George Bush pseudo-conciliatory letters
(Senior) extolling the virtues from Dirk and my state sen-
of ignorance, racism and fas- ator, I'm teetering on the
cism (not that they had to go 'verge of wrapping myself
too far); Consolidated makes up in the Idaho flag and'
the frustrated progressive chanting Hail Marys to
positively giggly. exorcise the legislative
From "Stoned": "When demons. Right now, I can
there is no reality, "there's think of nothing more
nothing to escape from/ If it appropriate than reciting the
makes you stupid, you've got lyrics to "Friendly Fascism."
to have some/ ... America, Hard rock fans love 'em.
you know you're stoned/ Techno fans love 'em. So do
Stoned on television, music rap and punk fans. It's a win-
and print/ Stoned on alco- win situation for all.
hol, religion and drugs." - Consolidated allows for
Ahh. Need I say more? open-mic sessions through-
I don't know about you, out their concerts so the
but I need a relief not only audience members can con-
from a grueling semester but
from this year's legislative see Relief M pg. 10
Land of the Free,
"Home of the Crap
by Lesleigb Owen
Would it surprise you to know
I own two televisions,three
VCRs,and a DVD player? God
knows it surprises me every time '
Iwalk into my living room. Two
TVs, two, for God's sake,and I
don't even particularly like the
boob tube!
I guess I could get really tech-
nical and mention most of these
gadgets actually belong to my
partner, the electronic-worship-
ping, surge-
protector- Th
reliant,
Megahertz-
sucking
technophile,
Why bother,
though, when I
know I'm just as 'guilty for-col-
lecting non-technological gew-
gaws like lint in a dryer filter?
Truth is, I own too much .
crap.
The route to this blinding .
·epip~any launched when I negan
packing to attend grad schoolin.
•the golden state. I got my first
·twinkling when [noticed the
Need courses that don't fit in your schedule?
Want more course variety?
Independent Study in Idaho (lSI) offers affordable college courseswhich let you study
at your own pace, wherever you are. Your course begins when you call to enroll and
you have up to one year to complete it.
lSI offers a variety of courses in accounting, business, environmental science,
education (adult, special and professional-technical), English, family and consumer
science, history, industrial technology, justice studies, library science, math, medical
terminology, microbiology, music history, museum administration, philosophy, physics,
political science, psychology, and sociology. .'
Courses cost $90 per undergraduate credit hour plus a $25 administrative fee per
course. You can enroll over the phone with a credit card or call us for more
information.
Or visit our online catalog: .
http://www.academic.uidaho.edulindep-study - .
more boxes I filled, the less I
remembered what I had stuffed
into them. The notion really
took root when I knocked over
the mystery box stuffed in the
back of' the hall closet and four
mismatehed mittens tumbled
out. Finally,after extracting the
fourth bottle of lavender bubble
bath from under the sink, it
struck me that no one really
needs to smell that fresh. Maybe,
just maybe I had too much.
After all, it's hard to preach
an ascetic
lifestyle of edu,:,
. cation, charity;
.. and social service
with six different
t kinds of mustard1II'.e::=.~1""0 crowding the
refiigerator
shelves. .
I'm willing W shoulder some
of the blame fo! this embarrass-
ing little situation, but in my
own defense, I live in an acquisi-
tive culture. The economic cul-
tureinto which I awaken every.
. day keeps i~yita1by making
us feel inadequate, .lessthan, and
see Crap M pg.JO·
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by Gabe Stein free. trade and increased .eco- poverty or. increase access to late markets or to buffer the pea- .
... DailJ: Targum (Rutgers U) nomic int~~ration are key fao- health care. WJ:1y .does the ple against capitalism's excesses.
tors for raismg standards of liv- FTAA expect us to believe that During the Industrial
ing, improving the workfugicon- it .can make our hemisphere a Revolution, after outcries from
ditions of people in. the better place?· labor, the American government
Americas and better protecting The goals of the FTAA are forced big business to create
.the environment The FTAA to create a global marketplace safer working conditions and
claims it wants to attain greater like a late 19th century economy better wages. We need our gov-
social justice for all our people. whose primary purpose is to ernment to protect us against
They pledge to work individual- protect the freedom and proper- capitalism's excesses because
ly and collectively to improve ty rights of corporate investors. inherent in the system is the
access to quality' education, pri- The justifications are the same ultimate! goal to make profit,
mar y~. as the justifi- often transforming humans into
h e a I t h 'cation for consumers and workers, not cit-
care and~.. • imperialism izens. If the FTAA gets its way,
to eradi- _ - throu~h the' government will have less
cat e .. e con 0 m 1c power to protect people from
extremepoverty and 'illiteracy integration we will uplift all the , capitalism's inherent flaws. If
What a great organization, huh? people and increase their quality you think people are screwed
It sounds too good to be true. of life. Sure, the English now,just wait .
The FTAA wants to achieve all increased the quality of life for Canadian' police built a
of this through free trade. the South African people. Just ss.aoo-root fence around the
The FTAKs shipping and like France improved the quality summit enclosure to keep pro-
handling is pretty. clear. On its of life for the Vietnamese. The testors out while 6,000 police
Web site it writes, 'To advance FTAA and other organizations officers armed with water can-
economic integration and free like it are shifting power from nons, tear gas and rubber bullets
trade, we will work, with coop- the governments to the multina- protected the FTAA meeting
eration and financing from the tional businesses. If they suc-. and butted heads with demon-
private sector and international ceed, the FTAA will cripple the strators arresting 400 over the
financial institutions, to create a: power of government to regu-
hemispheric infrastructure. This
process requires a. cooperative
effort in fields such as telecom-
munications, energy and trans-
portation, which will permit the
efficient movement of the
goods, services, capital, informa-
tion and technology that are the
foundations of prosperity:'
Tell me something. When
has the private sector (business
and multinational corporations).
ever been able to improve work-
ing conditions, protect the envi-
ronment, improve access to
health care and education and
eradicate poverty and illiteracy?
The private sector has never
been cooperative in achieving
any of these goals. Free trade
has never been able to eradicate
May'02-09,2001
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CASH REWARD T+ Oriental il. .:!E.. ~xyress I,~ .
Junkyard Jeans Mandari S - . h. Pays· an arID- zec nan
$ $
Lunch & Dinner Dine In - Carry OutCASH Great Food & Reasonable Prices
10% offwithBSU StudentID (Dinner Only)
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ.-
Quebec was' a war zone this
month. Between 50,000 and
5O,OOQ demonstrators flocked to
the city to protest the summit of
the Free Trade Area of the
Americas.
The effort to unite the
economies of the Western
Hemisphere into a single free
trade agreement be~ at the
Summit of the Amencas, which
was held in December 19940in
Miami. The heads of state and
government of the 54< democra-
. des in the region agreed to con-
struct a Free Trade Area of the
Americas, or FTAA, in which
barriers to trade and investment
will be progressively eliminated.
Sounds great, doesn't it?
'Wow, imagine free trade:'
Americans know there is .no
such thing as free. A large
majority of us have heard our
old grandmother warn us,
'Nothing is free in this world
kid. Nothing." Some of us don't
have grandmothers, but we still
know there's no such thing as
free .. We've seen too many
infomercials to know that even if
we order the "Get Rich Kit" for
free, we still have to pay $12.95
for shipping and handling. Oh
yes, we know better. So does the
rest of the world.
The free. trade goals of the
FTAA· and World Trade
Organization, like the "Get Rich
Kit," inundate us with the bene-
_fits of the package. Then in fine
print or the last two seconds of
the commercial they tell us what
we owe. The FTAA says it will
make goods cheaper all over our
hemisphere by eliminating trade
barriers. In addition, they say
Levi 501,505,517, Cords, Patagonia clothing &
bags, Lettermen's jackets, Doc Martens &
Birkenstock shoes
Junkyard Jeans
1725 Broadway, 10-6 Mon-Sat, 389-2094
I-,--,-~-----------
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weekend. Organized. labor,
human rights organizations and
environmental groups held
peaceful marches, sit-ins and
protests- throughout Quebec.
'The mainstream media focused
the coverage of the protests on
the small minority of people·
who became violent and destruc-
tive.
The reaction to the protests
demonstrates the true colors of
the FTAA' It writes,
"Democracy is based on free and
transparent elections and'
includes the right of all citizens
to participate in government"
When the citizens tried to par-
ticipate in ,government in
Quebec, the protectors of the
FTAA reacted violently. One of
the inherent ideas of democracy
is the right of assembly and free-
dom of speech. The FTAA
showed us what its idea of
democracy is. We should all be
scared of what it can do. We
must oppose the FTAA.
You've worked hard for your
diploma. So don't let an
unnecessary gap in health
insurance set you back
financially.
Tel. (208) 845-8868 Fax (i08) 846-1J848
110N. 11th Street
.: .'.,-'.
Whether you're coming off
your parents' health plan, .
finishing a student health plan
orwaiting for coverage
through a new employer,
Sh'6rtTerm Medical from
Fortis Health is the answer,
Short TermMedical was
designed with your specific
needs inmind -you choose
your deductible, rate of
payment and length of
coverage. Don't take chances
with your future, call us
todayl .
·938":1012
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Which of
the followln9 fee
Increase proposals
would you support? .
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Students: 339 262
The university provides -
quality Infonnatlon about
doy-to-doy operotlons In a
.complete and timely
manner:
Students: =1, 358
.-. ,
Indlcote your confidence In the
. administration aliocotll1C)
resources and financially
mcin091n9 BSU:
Students:
c:omr=..
68
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Sur:'~~Yresults show lack of support for administration
Studentsoverwhe'mingly against
bonus for Pres. Ruch "
by Brandon Fiala State Board of Education has
the Arbiter previously' approved bonuses
for other Idaho university
. A recent student survey presidents, including Idaho
shows that most students State University and
aren't satisfied with adminis- University of Idaho. The
tration performancevand ~tu- packages .are designed to
dents are overwhelmingly encourage presidents to stay
against a $150,000 bonus for with their colleges.
President Charles Ruch. Peterson said students are
The results - confirmed wary about the bonus, and
ASBSU ,President Nate want to know where the
Peterson's belief that student money will come from. ' .
satisfaction has been at an all- "For a public employee run-
time low. Peterson was frus- ning a public institution, a
trated with administration and bonus like that should be a
decided to conduct a survey to matter of public dialogue," he
see how students felt. said. .
"This largely confirms that Burke said the ·bonus was
student perceptions are nega- supposed to have been
tive," Peterson. said. "There approved, but wasn't sure.
were positive perceptions, but. "That's between the State
there were more extreme nega- Board and the BSU founda-
'rive perceptions than extreme tion," he said. .
positive perceptions.", Most students who thought
Peterson said the survey Ruch deserves the bonus don't
wasn't' scientific, butthat it rep-: want the $150,000 to come
resents students. from a general budget.
"It was significant, 1,800 On the survey, students had
people took part," he said. the option to make comments.
"That's more than all the voters' Many students wrote that
in recent ASBSU elections." BSU is run more like a busi-
Most students are dissatis- ness than a .university,
fied because of parking prob- Students complained about
lems, lack of communication everything from the universi-
and inconvenient student serv- ty's software program to pub-
ices, such as financial aid. lic lectures outside the busi-
The administration appreci- ness building. Most comments
ates the survey, but wants more focused on parking and stu-
detailed information, said dent fee increases.
Larry Burke, director of uni- "Students are representa-
versity relations. tive on the parking commit-
'We appreciate the informa- tee," Burke said. "There were
tion, but the way the questions some tough decisions this year,
were worded' doesn't provide Student fee increases and
specifics if we are tei make other decisions created contro-
improvements,"he said. 'While· versy."
writtenjn a vague manner, it 'The university is always
does indicate areas we want to working to improve, Burke
work on." said. Recent improvements
Burke said the university include mailing financial aid
will conduct a studentsatisfac- awards earlier, and plans to
tion survey during the next add more parking. :
academic year. Although sur- . : ,''A. tremendo?s am~unt of
,veys are conduct~)~c4::Y~!1rol.)· ~~l!.~~'\t.tryt.?g to ~prove
lthe ASBSU survey was the first student servlce.s, he said,
:since 1985 to focus specifically Peterson said he hopes to
ion student satisfaction. " use the survey results to draft
: Students were' most ,an' agenda, and improve rela-
;adamant against a. $150,000,'. '.tiol1$ ~ith administration. 1
1\~', ~:.: • " .lb;;,U~S,.~~~~:~;~~e~:~~~c:~~~7- ~.-:~-:~ ~ ~ ~~~~, ..--,--_._._--j
.fyou hod to 9rode
the performance of
BSU'sadministration
based only on what
you ~ow, what
grodewould you
give?
Students:
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~ ...
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Best and brightest honored as Top Ten, SchQlars
Arbiter Staff 'James Ferguson, me~hanical grad~ate from Boise State in" .' '·'Bpise State chal?terof the
, engineering, at the reception. Mayas, a marketing major. Go~den Key national honor
" Gussner is a two-year mem- society; Mabbott ~as award-
ber of Phi Kappa Phi and ed .the Mountain' S~ates
Golden Key national honor MedIcaL. Research Institute
societies and was named to Fellowship for the 2000-01
the dean's list for three school year and plans to
semesters. She is the recipi- attend the University. of
ent of the .Larry Barnes, Utah School of Medlcm~.
Mar k e tin g / Fin an c e She honored faculty member
Department and Edna Allen Russell C~ntanni, biology, at
scholarships and the Rotary the reception,
International Paul Harris
Fellow award.' Gussner ' is
also a volunteer board mem-
ber and marketing advisor
for the Ronald Molronald
House of Idaho. She honored
faculty member" Ed Petkus,
marketing, at the r~ception.
Last week, Boise State
University honored this year's
Top Ten Scholars who are
among the top 10 percent of
Boise State's graduating class
for 2000-2001. The awards are
given annually to the top 10
graduating students in recogni-
tion of their excellence in schol-
arly work. Selection of the dis-
tinguished scholars is based on
academic performance, recom-
mendations from college deans
and club and research activities.
Aireus Christensen, Robert D.
,Fisher, Rashelle Lynne Gussner,
Amy M. Hepworth, Amy M.
Hepworth, Valeri' Kiesig, Keli
Mabbott, .Keli Mabbott, Sarah
Mahwhirter, Rebecca J. Turner,
Elizabeth A. Vandernoot, and
Rachel Wheatley were honored
by the Boise State University
Alumni Association as the 200 1
Top Ten Scholars at an awards
banquet held at Boise State
April ts,
Christensen, the son of
Garn and Jackie Christensen,
graduated from Boise High
School in 1995. He willgrad-
uate from Boise State in May
as a mechanical engineering
major. He is a Brown scholar,
has served as president of the
Boise State Honors Student
Association and is the recipi-
ent of the Wal Mart
Competitive ' Edge
Scholarship. Christensen par-
ticipated in. a six-month
internship with ABB-Alstom
Technology of Switzerland
and plans to continue his
study of mechanical engi-
nee-ring in graduate school.
He honored faculty member
Fisher, the son of, Ed and
Lucinda Fisher of Dugway,
Utah, graduated from
Edgewood High School in
Edgewood, Md., in 1997. He
will graduate from Boise
State in Mayas a' biochem-
istry major. Fisher is a mem-
berof the Sigma Xi scientific
research society, Phi Kappa
Phi honor society and
received the American
Chemical Society's
Outstanding Performance in
Organic Chemistry Award.
He has served as a tutor for
organic chemistry and as lead
tutor for the BSU Tutorial
Services Program. He plans
, to pursue a doctorate in bio-
chemistry. Fisher honored'
faculty member' Edward
Matjeka, chemistry, at the
reception.
Gussner, the daughter of
Mel and LaVonne Oglesby, ,
graduated from Clarkston
High School in Clarkston,
Wash., in 1983. She will
Hepworth, the daughter
of Naomi Evans of Twin
Falls, graduated from
Madison High School in
Rexburg in 1990. She will
graduate from Boise State in
Mayas an English major
with a minor in .political sci-
ence. She is president of the
'. Sigma Tau Delta English
honor society, she was named
to .the dean's list every
semester and maintained a
4.0 cumulative GPA. Two of
Hepworth's essays were pre-
sented at national literature
conferences. She is a member
of the Phi Kappa Phi honor '
society and received the
Golden Key honor society's
"Outstanding Junior Scholar"
award. She honored faculty
member Helen Lojek,
English, at the reception.
Kiesig, the, daughter of,
Scott Kiesig, will graduate
from Boise State in Mayas a.
history major with a German
minor. She earned her GED
in 1997. She is a Brown
Scholar and the recipient of
the Mcflarthy H is tory
Scholarship, was selected as a
semi-finalist for the Rhodes
Scholarship arid is currently a
finalist for the Mellon
Fellowship. Kiesig interned at
the' National Institutes of
Health and plans to study the
history of medicine and pub-
lic health as a doctoral candi-
date. She honored faculty
member Nicholas Casner, his-
tory, at the reception ..
Mabbott, 'the daughter of
Brent and r Sandi Mabbott,
graduated from Whitehall
High School in 1997. She will ' '
graduate in May from Boise
State as a biology major. She
is a member of Phi Kappa Phi
national honor society and
the Boise State' Pre-Med
Club, and is treasurer of the
Mahwhirter, the daughter
of. Kris and Ted Gavan of
Portland and Terry
Mahwhirter of Albany, Ore.,
graduated from Madison
High School, Portland, Ore.,
in 1990. She will graduate in,
May from Boise State as a
sociology major, with. a
minor inwonien's studies.
She is a member of the'
Golden Key, riational honor
society, recipient of the Boise
State sociology. scholarship
and co facilitator for SAGE, a
progressive student organi-
zation. Mahwhirterwrites
for and edits a student publi-
cation called Zine. In the fall
she will begin a doctoral pro-
gram and plans to teach and
do research at a university.
She honored faculty member
Virginia Husting, sociology,
at the reception.
seeTopTen- pg.14
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Polley change will have a big impact on G.RA.
, .bJr Tiffany Webb
Starting in the fall
semester of 2001, Boise
State will undergo a policy
change that will determine
the calculation of student's
G.P.A. The current policy
of grade averaging will be
repJaced by a grade
replacement policy. This
means that students who
fail a class, or get a grade
they feel is unsatisfactory,
.will be able to retake the
class and replace their
unwanted grade with the
new grade they earn.
Melissa Capps, a cus-
tomer service representa-
tive in the Registration
office" says· the new policy
will be, "beneficial to all
students." She sees' no
downside saying, "It will be
much easierfor students to
improve their . G.P.A.
because it will be like they
never had the F on their
transcript to begin with."
Students should not leap
for joy or start rewriting
their resumes just yet. The
new policy is not retroac-
tive explained Derreck
Woodbury, departing sena-
tor for the' College of
Health Science. This means
that students retaking
courses now will still be
subject to grade averaging,
while courses that are
retaken in the fall and in
following semesters will
. fall under the new policy.
in 1995, current Boise
State 'president Charles
Ruch pushed through the
current policy of grade
averaging, which ironically
took the place of the grade
replacement policy. Under
the current system, if a
student failed a class and
had to retake the course,
their new grade would be
averaged with their . old
grade to calculate the stu-
dents' transcript grade for,
the class, Not only would
the grades be averaged, but
also .according to Karen
McDonald,s'ecretary, .for
the office of ASBSU, . "the
student's credits would
also increase; further
affecting the students
G.P.A."
For example,' if a stu-
dent receives an F in a
three-credit course and had
to retake it, their three
credits from the failed class
would remain. If the stu-'
dent received an A in the
course that they retook,
their grade would then
.average. to a C, but the
number of credits for that
course would be added
together making the C
count for six credits
instead of three.
The new policy of grade
replacement will automati-
cally replace the failed
grade 'without the accumu-
lation .' of . the credit
buildup. Both grades will
show up on the student's
transcript, but only the
replaced grade will be used
to determine the student's
G.P.A.
"I think that the new
policy gives students a dis-
advantage, bec.ause: stu-
dents who are retaking a
course have the upper hand
by already being exposed
to the information. Those'
students will tend to do
better in the class and
upset the curve," said Jessie
Fidel, a sophomore at Boise
State, who likes the current
system of grade averaging.
"I think that it means I will
have to retake classes more
often because of the curve
being upset."
Ruch approved the grade
replacement in early
February. The University
of Idaho and Idaho State
University currently use
the grade replacement pol-
icy.·
.Mothering celebrated,
honored by BSU, kids
"Mothering: A Culture of.~ -
Diversity" will honor mothers ~
by exploring the beauty of ~
mothering with festivities on B
Thursday, May 10, in the t
Boise State University IT!
Student Union Lookout
Room. The day will start with
, children making a mural and
end with a Mother's Day din-
ner and program. This cele-
. bration, which is free and
open to everyone, is spon-
sored by Boise State's Student
Programs Board, Women's,
Center, University Television
. Productions, Cultural Center
and the women's .studies
department. The schedule is
as follows.
. From. io a.m.-S p.m., . mothers by painting ceramics
approximately 200 children in recognition of Mother's
from area elementary and Day. Tools and free ceramics
preschools will help create a . will be available .. ~
mural for mothers. The chil- At 6 p.m, a free Mother's
dren's muralwillfocus on the Day dinner will be served, fol-
mean,ipg: of.;':mother" from lowed' by humorous and sin-
the~~ffilQf~I(~~.'V:~~point and' cere performances inspired by
wilf.-q)€i~lilisplaj~ in the niothering.:A .video by Anna
Di'scoveryCenter,of; Idaho,' 'Deveare "Smithandhermoth-
'-lo~a1edl"at'tsi Myrtle;' in ; 'er, in which :Smith's mother
Boise. I 'speaks on the relationship
,From S~:50 p.m., celebra- i " f • • : •
;·tors'may'make gifts for their' ·see'M.others· pg.23
Explore the beauty of
motherhood on Thrusday,
May IO~in the Boise State
University Student Union
Lookout Room.
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s6cletlesandwas n~edtothe andSusan~Caldwellof·L()s
,dE:~'s list.Sp~ play#~e role Angeles,l C~lif.,graduated
of Susanna. m '.BOIse State's . from'"Beverly Hills .High
prOduction of' The' Marriage School in 1995. She will
of Figaro, was the 2001 Boise' graduate in MayfromBoise
.State Concerto! Aria winner in' . State as a. Psych9logymajor
voice and has won other aca- with aminor in biology. She
. demic and talent-based 'schol- is the president of the Psi
arships. Turner honored facul- Chi National Honor Society,
ty member Jeanne Belfy, a researcher. for . Family
music, at the reception. .' Studies and a figure skating
instructor at .Idaho
Iceworld. Vandernoot has
published research in psy-
chology journals and pre-
sented her findings at con ..
ferences across the country.
She plans to attend graduate
school to study school coun-
seling. She honored faculty
: member Rob Turrisi,psy-
chology, at the reception.
'.:.,.''''t'
-.'-,' "
"
·;conipeti~~ns~Cf.o,s,{~e~\ln-
" .mr.; Sh~ IS, alJ,rQ.~kScholar
'..,and~a recipient of!t:4e'Willatd
,(Overgard ..,Scholarsl;tip,; for
',Foreign '.Service: ~Il~plans. to
';attend< gradu8.te.·sc.hooL~' the
'fall. She honoredfa~~tymem-
her Marty Most, .communica-
tion, at the reception. .
Turner, the daughter of
Revis and Denise' Turner,
graduated from Twin Falls
High School in 1995. She will
graduate in May from Boise
State as a music education
major with a minor endorse-.
ment in English. She is a mem-
ber of Phi Kappa Phi and
Golden Key national honor Vandernoot, the daugh-ter of Martin Vandernoot '
Each Top Ten scholar tradi-
tionallyhonors one faculty ember.
Following are the 2001Top Ten
scholars and the honored faculty
. member they chose to honor:
Aireus Christensen; James
'Ferguson, mechanical engineer-
mg. Robert Fisher; Edward
Ma~eka,chemistry. . Rashelle
Lynne Gussner; Ed Petkus, JIUIJ'-
keting. Amy' Hepworth; Helen
Lojek, English. Valeri Kiesig;
Nick. Casner, history. Keli
Mabbott; Russ Centanni, biol%y-
Sarah Mawhirter; Virginia
Husting, sociology. Rebecca
Turner; Jeanne BeIty, music.
Elizabeth Vandernoot; Rob
Turrisi, psychology. Rachel
Wheatley; Marty Most, commu-
nication.
Wheatley, the daughter of
Kyle J. And Shirley A.
Wheatley, graduated from
Rigby High School in 1997.
She will graduate in May from
Boise State as a political sci-
ence major. She' currently
serves as Associated Students
of BSU vice president.
Wheatley is actively involved
with Pi Kappa Delta, the
national speech and debate
honor society, and has won
several awards at forensics
FREE!
..FREE!
FREE!
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BSU.Employees, and·Full~timeStudents
NO monthly service charge, ,NO per item fees,. unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we pay dividends OD your account.
We have NO surcharge ATMs at all three office locations. Check out' our website at
www.capedfcu.organd FREE Home Banking III How can you 'beat FREE?
Call 208-377-4600 or ,1-800~223"72830r stopbytoday.
I·CqpitaI .··EdUCators:. -.' '.': .
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION";
.FREE DRAFT (CHECKIN(;)
ACCOUNTS'AT
CAPITAL EDUCATORS
,FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
7.450ThqnderboltDr., .Boise 83709 ..
50.0E~.Hi,~hland,Bolse>i83706" ..
12195"Mc.NliU~nad.~·f3()lse83713
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The Arbiter will produce ~~ issues each week ...
...get ready teexperiencethe benefits "squared"
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Graduates need to be on campusbyJ pm,
.':
·F..~:~4rNlri~g'~i,.No••rtlQlly!!
'", :';':, :_.: .' :'-:':,:,\"\: \:: :,:_':>_ ..~:~~,~~~~,t,_,'.·:;.:.,-, ..,~,~",':: ::::. :..;-":
~1!sider)it.il'~g:gifti P~kin~ .on:graduationdJ;f'YillDe
·OpeIJ.,()~,.~~n~~pUs.,twme .P.ti;i~doespo~~an yoU.canpark
,inl1andi9lpspo~,Q~ firew,~~mg fromgeneralto ~set"Ved'
sPots are up fot grabs. .".~use0r. the Amitation of handicapped.'
parking, family andfiiends'that cannot :walk'a distance can be
dropped off a~the ih)rit of the Pavilion. .
.SJleCi8taCcO~ati6tls for gueSts orPar.ticipants with disabi!i-
c ties are available.The Pavilion w~ rese~e specialseating at the top
of •the Parquet. Special acconunodaticm guests should arrive a little
early and can be dropped off at Entrance 1of The Pavilion. An ele-
vator will take the guest to the Parquetlevel.Pavilion staff will be
available to assist withsea~g. Be aware, though •.that because of
the limitations forspecial acco~ooation seating, all of your fam-
ilyand friends IJiaY not be able toiiitwgether in that section:
Commencement starts at 2pm.
Graduates need to be on campus at no-tater
than1pm! Meet at the north end of the SUB.
You have your degree and
have spent the past four, ok five,
years living in what can only be
classified as poverty! . Time for
the big bucks. If you are like the
average Boise State graduate,
however. employers are not
knocking down your doorl
So where can you find that
"dream" job? You know the on~
where you can wear jeans and
get paychecks with six figures.
What follows are some tips on
job hunting and some places
that just may have your dream
job.
Job hunting:
Get a,resume'. If you don't
have one now, you are falling
behind. This is the first and
most important step. Do not
just throw one together like you
did with so many term papers. a nobndnerbut rriiuiYpOtential . ever comes firsCWe have tried 6258; .
Likethose term papers, the end candidates blowt:l1is part It is. to help you out by listing some ,.,Ace::ountelilp' 'iiriW.!lOOun-
result will be reflected with the safe, tosaYthatblu~jeans(or decent sites, Good Luck! c, temps:s;qnl ~886-92.20
number of interviews you are blackjeans prbrownjeans) are .'.;> Office ..'. . .<."Team
offered.':notllceeptable for ANYin.ter;'; BSU~ ,Center.. :nns,iswww.officeteAm,s;qQ)' or 886-
Do not pay to have some one 'vimv.e';,::>',C:",_ ~·c a great plac¢iw,go;:':Tl1ey.,cin,.·:,9118 '., .,
"find"ajobforyoul Normally it .' ' lielpyou out with everything Jobs.com -':
is the company that will pay . G@p~a~itostartlooking: you need to find lljob.rJ~$,jf '., ". Hotjobs.com
some one to find you! Plus Listedbeloware· ..·.several youdoitwil1y(I\ ...~a~tqdent,;",.Monstor •.com
there are many services that list places where you can find job it is treel 'l1tey are10Cllt~ right' ··':Jobehuntorg
jobs for free. . listings. Remember you 'need to behind the Gate",ay ·.cent~,. . Iccwehcom
Be flexible. If you can. be get your nameolitto,:as manycheckoutJheirlldfor,mortV'.9\rerseajobs.com. Alittle
willing to travel or move out of plaCes as possible .. DO not dis~. information' 'on the serVices' '.'1<riown factis that many oyer..
the area. Even though you may count temp agellcies;eitherl th,eyoffer.'i' c, .' ,:,·.,'s~j()bsreceive~pecla1tax. COil ...
have friends or family here. the Many provide jobs thatturn·iIl.JobSeryice.:Yo~"'o1,!ld.be;~derati~n:,(c8nyousaY~
northwest is growing and some to permanent emploYment and ,'. 8urprisEld.the jobs .•..the,r.have .••.'.exemption 9n)ro~rwage!) ..< ., .
companies may want offer you a are a great way to get your{oot listed .he~l,. ~·.isalsoa'great. '" .He8lth~rwe~.com·· ...
job in Seattle. Portland or Salt . in a certain company's door. .'placeto'find.s~te·or fed~al' TeacheIjt>b~o/m
Lake City. Lastly, there is the Internet jobs.Nothings~s~llriiy .' . \ i
Be prompt returning calls. There are tons of listings ~ likes checKwith pSTreasury
Dress appropriately for search to your hearts contentwritt~non it! .'YWW.ida-
interviews. This may seem like or your eyeballs fall out; which hOworks.'state;id,u~'or ·884-.
- - - - - '- - -:Congratulatlanl Graduatesl $
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IF yOU THINK CONSIGNMENT
Is JUST A BUNCH OF UGLY,
USED CL.OTHES. '·00.· .•... 1. . .' .' 1
THINK AGAIN.
rd.' ..' ...{f' l.f· , t:'..... "'., ~-··:I
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any full size gourmet wraps
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CONGRATOlADONSI
MAmEMATICS/COMPuTER SCIENCE·
GRADUATES! !
Mathematics & Computer Science Faculty & Staff
CONGRATULATIONS
BOISE STATE GRADUATES!
Let us know if we can help you in your
job search.
The Staff at the Career Center
It's Time To
Celebrate I
It's Time To
Relax I
Congratulations Grads I
Celebration
Package
1/2 Hr Massage
Hair Cut Be Style
$55~OO
Relaxation Package
1/2 Hour Massage
~/2Hour FaciaI'· .
'.Manicure Be
Haircut Be Style
$100.00
GrandOpeillng I
At Edwards
Theatre Complex
323-800.6
Ask About Our
Mother's Day
Packages
~ _. ' ...-- ... --- --..~---,. .._--------- -- ---.- . ---'4<='= --: ..=-0-_------.- -- ..~.-~-_
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Almanza, Mike
Ander, Pl8Lena
Armstrong, Travis BS
Armstrong, getvin
. Davis, Aaron
Dees, Dempsy
Dilworth, Keitb
EisoJlo Jennlft:r
Farris, Ross
Gordon, Bridget
Gray, Tawnya
Greenwood, Benjamin
Griggs, Cbarie
Hart, Leslie (price)
Harts, Sbaunard
Hendenon, Issac
Hendricks, Bart
Herold, Peter
Hordemann, CUnt
K1um,Greg
Liberty, Ryan
Malaytbong, Davy ,'" Ross, Demetrius
'~a~~,AJ!cIn,!l, ", ;tlupDbana,Ronalci
MlJof,'M1EJiaef,' , , < 'CSandovaJ, Shan'
',M.~ilmIiij :,t·;.:,'Se~\laml~
l'tJ~~C),~,~lJae~p,!8.q~I~~JC~~, .. ~,",'
McMIIIU; DO:' ",.\\' 'Sdtitk. p.,iTiil '
MeIDeke, Lew',! ,TIIompton; Brettt. f ;
Miller; Dawuan ' ThomPsOn, ArIstotle
Miller, Heatber. Thrasher, Cbrlstliaa
Peck, Erin Udvarlaelyl, Jeff -
Polkowske, Aaron - Warner, John
Pow~1l,Timotby watson; Salah .
Purklss, Marcus (Barton)
Rleble, Jessica Weston, Matt
RIley, Kelly Whalen, Corey ,
Rock, K C Williams, ICareem
Rome, Jarred Woods, KeJuan
Aurio, Denise .'
Avery, Mlcbael
Barby, Natalie
Block, Stepbanie
Back, James
Burke; Franklyn
Casbmere, Louise
Cook, Mlcbael
Cook, Russell
Copp, Jeffrey
Dalton, Cory (Freeman)
Davis, Sbay (Nielson)
NltkAcI~" s
.;Sld.Andi~on(fOe ". . , AUrlo..
',,;')' d'''»
"
.Michelle Holder
.'ChrisHolman ' ,
'Efaina (j. !J(a{[,Pofitita{ Science,
'Distinguisfietf HOMTS
Jul!J (j. !J(ansen, 'Et'.gfisfi-
'Writing 'EmpliDsis,
'Distinguisfietf HOMTS
.!bny 9.f !J(epwortn, 'Engfisfi'TetUhbrg,
'lJistinguisfietf HOMTS
'XfltlUyn,9.f Jolinson, 9Jatliematics,
:J{QMTS .,
'Taunya J. Jones! Criminal JUSn« JlJfminis~n.
'. - . -; Sociology, , :":';:-
.",'1i~~~~:O:lS.T~rTJi' '~,·<,::,::..,.~,~:,.i,.
":''','':'.f~:m.'~'ZI' JlI "'.,,'
, ;\, .ciJfisiiJwr&.fietf :J{QMTS
XfB.ll. Ma66ott, '13iology,
'lJistinguisfietf HOMTS
Cliristina jL MadJouga{[, Cliemistry-
'13ioefiemlstry 'Empfiasis,
'Distinguisfietf HOMTS
'Etfpt tJJ. 'Teagfe, 'l1ieatre.!olrts-
Performance Option,
'Distinguisfietf.:JloMrs
Simon 1(, rvantfer 'Woutfe, CommunUation- "
'Engfisfi,:
tJJiSffnguisfietf HOMTS
!l(pdie{ !lJ;:'Ji'!ieatfeg, '!ofitita£ .5.cience,
:, ,~'." "'. .''-. " . :
.;, 'DistingislSfiet( 9(onors;
, tJJay'mz 'l,J.('JJ!oorf,SOdology,
'!Jis~fieitHoMrs
!j
~.
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Katie, Congratulationsl' We
are so proud of you, and
we're happy to welcome you
into the Real World I Love,
A,nnand.Melissa
"1\ \
"
Weare. alFveryproudof
Ron Alexander.
He has overcome .many
obstacles and obtained a dream.
Matthew 1:78'
'.' ' "
, (Otv62Al(MlfOI\lSI
10 0«1262AP«IAlfN6 AMIASSAP02S-
Molly Kinney .
Kt"lsten Meteet
Michele Velasquez
Wt wi5\f YOU l\ft 6t51!!!
ROe.PAWN, TfSU" IITUt &SVAMMSS"PO~S
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Any Regular Sub - I
and Medium Drink I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Good Only At I
2237 University Drive .
Boi~ID _ _ -.J
- - _.- - - .,
----- .
, . -- .
, .
$2 OFF
!
FREE
COOKIE
With Purchase
Of Any COlT'bo
PLEASE PRESENT COUPON WHEN
ORDERING. ONE COUPON PER PERSON.
PER VISIT. NOT GOOD WITII ANY OTHER
OFfER. TAX EXTRA WHERE APPUCABI.£
GOOD AT ,PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS
ONLY.OFFER EXPIRES 51151100 I
COMBO INCWDES ANY SUB, MEDIUM
DRINK AND CHIPS. PWSE PRESENT
COUPON WHEN ORDERING. ONE
COUPON PER PERSON, PER VISIT. NOT
GOOD WITII ANY OTHER OFfER. TAX
EXTRA WHERE APPLICABLE.
GOOD AT PARTICIPATING LOCATIONS
ONLY.OFFER EXPIRES 51151100 I
Qujzno's~
• SUBS
QWzno's~
• SUBS
GoodOniyAt
2237 University Drive
Boise.ID
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The faculty and st~ff,C?f,th~Criminal Justice
Department wpuld'iil<e,:tOgffer our best
wishes to our grag~atin~ 'seniors.
We hope that your future brings much fulfill-
me~ in ~urJpe~ooa~1i~ a~ma~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
opportunities f6r,rewardln~f'pubIiC service.' . "';'0,:' "ngratulat,l-ons 'to May 200' 1
We will miss you."
Leaveyour dreams and create your
" ,", ,~ ,
destiny-
From the':~Staff and "Faculty at':,
~ Forl~:a;."oti""""se!Ving~contart '-800'423~39' J Inte rnatlonal Busi nes~:PrograJis ,,'
orvisitourwebsite at www.lcsc.edu/americorps ~~=======I' I;'l=;'=====';i';;'=='=' "1" =,=",""=;§~. , ,. - .. . ". ~
. ,-._.- .._---_ ..._. __ ......~_._-~
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Leyla N.' BaldassOrre
Jonl D. Corio
Nathaniel scott Snyder
Jonl K. Splgler
"As well -os these
Philosophy minors:
Christopher Brown
'Jessica Hixson'
Tamara)ot:tnson
Day~aWood
Randall'zachariaS
t: .
f\Idatl°'PS
Getting things done in Idahol -
• Serve Your Community
• Give Back for a Year
• Change Your Lifel
YOURCOMMUNITY-
YOURCHANCETOMAKE IT
BffiER IN IDAHO
" Idaho TRIOArrieriCorps at Lewis-Clark State Col/ege
rhas a variety of tutoring/mentoring positions available
,throLlg~out lciaho. , .
,:' '~.::..- ..... _~_u __ .:~ .. __ ._. ::.--._ •••• __ ••••••• _ •••• _._ ••• __ •• _ ••• _•••• ~ • •• •• ~ ••• •• J
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CONGRATULATIONS
MPA GRADUATES!
Jacq~eAmoureux-Phi1 Bandy-Karianne Cole
.Dawn Foster-John Gagnon-John Hatch
PaufHeadlee-Ronya Hemenway-Giselle Isbell
. Scott Martin-BohNarus-Norm Nass
Dave Nielson-Stella Paul-Ralph Powell
JoelPrice-Darla Rankin-Scott Rudel
, ,', Marilyn Sword
I!ROMTH.EFACULTY AND STAFF OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
International Business
Graduates!
eta •
--------,,------
; ."
The Staff and'FabuttY~oflhe Boise StateUriiVersity'sSchoolof
Soci~I'Work wouldllke'td congratulate'allof' their graduating stu-
,\y ""dents: ,;',,),i ';",
:"., ';1
Lora Lea Albright
Melanie Suzanne Allen
Melissa A Bernier
Penny Lucille Durham
Julie Noel Cacka
Melanie Doggett
Diana L Esbensen
Heather Gooding
Katie Gushwa
Tobl M Howell
Janet Lynn Jacobsen
Jeremiah Jensen
Judith Marie Last
Megllann Christine Malanl
Becky L Markli
,'r'ii'iC.~'dlda'lAumfo"a'V"!i): I
, /·Douglp.'JamesNetH i,
I ,,;, 'HM.s\reB;E Holl !,:'; ';' I, 1 i'
Jenl T Olsen-Wilder
. '!'MlctlOliM'Oprlns"
Mell88a Mihealanl ~aller
Tammy Louise Poulsen
Thomas Arthur Reukauf
Tommy Ray Proctor
Brad Schmitz
Christine Johnne Snell
Brea Weller
Sharon Kaye Wiese,
Melissa Ann,Wood
Deborah Ly'n Woodall
Biology Graduates!!
We of the Biology Faculty and Staff congratulate you!!
Masten denees:
Janice Engle
Sean Finn
Lauri Hanauska-Brown
Brian Herting
Amy Howard
Michael Oleyar
Heather Rogers
Allyson Turner '
Catherine Wighbnan
Yumei Zhang ,
Electrical EadneedU
Jake Anderson
Brian Aroskevicius
Matthew Bell
Kevin Berkenmeier
Matthew Booth
FrBlIkIyn BurIa:
BetsyCbeek
leDnifer Clacffinp
Macau:s&er
8altIIra Cobb
'Mic:IwoI DUruer
, SlIlCy FrcOmaa
Damll Fuller '
'Michael Sean Hall
Asbok Kapadia
KhaohLe
YOIIDlJLim '
Richard Metzger ,-
Julie ~organ
Brandy {bitledge
Christopher ,Schance
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Steve Byington
Matt HaIl
Richard Hansen'
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. Jeremy Robbins
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Allen Thompson
Brian Waddell .
DougWerner'
MikeC(ok
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Phil Goldman
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Duncan King
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Aaron Pryor
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Shon Sheirbon
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Phil Vanderwal
Scott Walters
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,Would like to congratulate .
Jenny Corn. Don't·letthedoor
hit you on the way out! ;}
CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR DECEMBER 2000 ,&
MAY200l GRADUATES
FROM ·STUDENT. SUCCESS
PROGRAMST.AFF~ OUR
BEST WISHES! .
- -.,
'}L
The College ooclal clences
and Public Affairs
Dean's' Office, -it'sdE)pi!rtments,··.
andallunitsextendhe~rty>c()n-.
, gratulationsanct bestvyishE:ls.
To all graduates in the CI~ssof .
··2Q01 .
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TechlJ·QI~igraclWlt8sl...•..•...'
you made.It!·.Noim()~·popqy~~,n.o.l'l1<?n.:t
practiCesets,andll~,roore7:498f1191~IY~u
haveworked.' hal'd"and~(j~l)tetoc:elebrat~.
Qljr .best wishes ·;to~Yo4,fol"ctl1~'..f\ltQr8.;:~Jt,hClS
tlpen' mYpljyilf3ge· -.tc)'·~,}'~r;".~~§(l";(~
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Congratulations to the College of Engineering Graduates of 200o-2~1t
Do • HAVE To SORT
THROUGH A LOT OF .JUNK
TO FIND ONE GEM?
.~(!~~
~'" ~' ..•..c.n$Jgrime~lt Cleser'
:Z033N-o~ 35th s~ ..: 42~ll66'
CC>M[~ SEE VVHA' VOU'''L MISSING.
r . ; -. . . ·or1\\e - ..,_ ' .
. &)(1'
The ~e:W 1\ Top Ten
, .~
The Top Ten Things thatchartgeil'1
your. life when' you graduate. , .
Mark Holladay
amused@collegeclub.com
11~)No one nit-picks your numerical mistakes,.except the
IRS.
10.} You trade parking Nazi's for student loan Nazi's.
9.} Co-eds are a thing of the past, unless you have a
doctorate ....
8.} In college no one cared what you did in high school.
In the real world no one cares what your major is.
7.} Work is eight hours long five days a week instead of
8.5 hours before the final exam.
6.} No more eating goldfish with frat boys, now it's Sushi
with co-workers.
5.} Food is better. Sleep is shorter.
4.} Stop paying increasing fees to go to school and start
paying increasing gas prices to get to work.
3.} Your text books gather dust in your bookcase, guilt
freel
2.} Employers stop reje.cting your resume for lack of edu-
cation and begin rejecting your resume for lack of
work experience.
1.) The University stops asking you for money and the
Alumni Association starts.
NEED A JOB.?
Don't leave your job search
to a roll of the dice.
Increase your odds by registering
at your Career Center. ,Free to
.Boise State students. Job .
listings for student'and career'
employment and job-search
a~sistance are a'lai~able.
Career Center
1173 Un~versity Drive
(Located ,in the :A1~i Center across'; fibni~the
stadium, University Drive & Grant street)
-"'.'.'-n;' '~·,Bn<r,,'I,"," ','7.0-\- _HeY~.Gr,..aduated3, e.,.Caref~I,nOttoimakEr.
D ·.fR- IVY this mistake at your reumon. . .'t Sincerely,your helpful Arbiter staff .
I GOT ~itHi~E~L,tN~'" .
A OOOK CA.LLED'''lI..I-'O'S
INCREDIBLE" TO .
GULLIBLE PEOPLE'-
-I''""'''''~~,·~~ ........
. . ,~" ,....• t J •.. . <> 0
<>
I I; ('J ~:. ' .:I'~," ~'J 0'
I'M ,BRINGING M':(,
COP~ OFI",WHO'S
Il'I~REQIBLE"TO :'
to\'{ HIGH SCI;\OOL,.,
REUNION.
,;
If· AN'{ONE ASKS, ,( !
HOW 1'1"\ DOING, . i
I'LL ·CA.SUf'LL'{.Q,PEN 1.
THE BOOK "NO' ' .. , :
POINT;TO ,,",'(NAME. ,I. .
~
:>fi
i
~
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Fishbowl by Eric Ellis
wow! tGc1f' .$5000
AND-rH~ 1"1T!.E;To A. ~ii.l"··;·····,·····r'B~ NS'W CAR If 4G
~ DID 'fol.ltR
Fot.l(S 6GT'iOV."?
PEDAL FOR
EXERCISE,
MOTOR FOR
8AMLECf: VRE.
E-O,Ike, the leac,lerln electric blCV.'des;. Is a,.sma.rtway.t,o get around campus .•,~
With 36 volts of electric power, no class Is tooearIY"no. hill Is too steep. ~'!fI!!!!lPl'
Tal<e a t.est ride at: DI,nZ 24.12 Fairview Avenue
Models starting at $995 AUT 0 MOT I V E BOise, ID 208.342.6600
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ARTS.and ENTER-
J'AINMEN'l' ,;.
MAY'i
.Treasure Valley>'
ConcertBand, Fruitland
High School, 7:50 p.m.
Presented by Boise State
music department. Free.
Call 426-5980. RESCHED-
'ULED TO MAY 9
Guitar Ensemble
Recital featuring guest
artist Mark Wilson,
Morrison Center Recital
Hall. 7:50 p.m, Presented
by Boise State music
department. Tickets at
door: $5 general, $5 seniors
and free to students and
Boise State faculty and
staff. Call 426-5980.
MAYi-5 - .
"West Side Story,';
Morrison Center Main
Hall. 8 p.m. May .2-4<;2 p.m.
and 8 p.m. May 5. Boise
Music Week event. Tickets:
Free, available with coupon
in April 4 ~:ldaho' .
Statesman." All open seats
available at 7:50 p.m.
MAY 4-5
Spring Dance' Concert,
Morrison Center Stage 11.
7:50 p.m. Presented by
Boise State theatre arts
department. Tickets: TBA.
Call 426-5980.
MAY 4-6
- Idithoqty (;:owboy,.
. Poetry Gathering and'
Western 'Festival, Enjdy
cowboy poets; music, .' .
yodeling, and sidesplitting
cowboy humor with enter-
tainers from throughout
the U.S.' For more infor-
mation call 565-2228
MAY 5.
Cinco de Mayo
Celebration, Intramural
field behind Student
Union. Noon-6 p.m. Dance
in Jordan Ballroom, 9 p.m.-
midnight. Presented by
Organizacion de
Estudiantes Latino
Americanos. Free. Call
4<26-4259..
Senior recital,
Elizabeth Wood, sopra-
no, Morrison Center
Recital Hall. 5 p.m.
Presented by Boise State
music department. Free.
Call 4<26;.5980.CAN-
CELED
Senior recital, Katie
Newell, soprano,
Morrison Center Recital
Hall. 7:50 p.m. Presented
by Boise State music
department. Free. Call
426-5980.
MAY 5-7
. 'Clay and Fire, semi-
annual ceramics' sale,
Liberal Arts Building
Gallery, 10 a.m~:"5p~m. .
.• Presented by Boise State
art department(Admission:
free. Call 426-5205.
MAY 5-9
Finals Relief, Student
Union. Various times.
Presented by Student
Union and Activities. Call
426 1225.
MAY 7
"Ellis Island," Morrison
Center Main Hall. 10 a.m.
Presented by American
Theater Arts for Youth.
Tickets: public school
event. Call 4<26-1110.
MAYs
i001: A Space
"Odd"yssey, Student
Union Jordan Ballroom.
6:50 a.m. Annual bosses' .
breakfast presented by
Boise State University
Association of Office
Professionals. Cost: $7. Call
'M!6-1651.
MAY 9
Boise Philharmonic
public schools perform-
- ance, Morrison Center
Main Hall. 9:50 a.m., 10:40
a.m., 11:50 a.m, and 1:15
p.m. tickets public schools
Career Center - Student Employment
• • _. __ .'''~'''. .. ~__ ;;''' •• ~. ': •• :. ',':0,_ .. , .. __ ._,"_'
. ----'-,; .._---------'------- .-_._ .... __ .._-- - _.-~~._'_.._._--_ ..._--~-----"-._-_ ..
~.•.,...•..... , , , .. , ,~ ..
event. Call 4<26-1110.
Treas~e Valley ..
Concert 'Band, Fruitland
High ScMbl, 7:~(fp.m.
Presented by Boise State
music department.T'ree,
Call 4<26';'5980.
"Beatl~ Mania," The
Pavilion. Benefit concert
for the Professional
Firefighters of Idaho.
\ Tickets: $15 available from
,he Firefighters, 581-0042,
.prior to the day of the
show, or on the day of the
show at the Pavilion box
office.
LECTURES and CON-
FERENCES
MAY 4
"Umbels and Ivies:
Untangling Evolutionary
Patterns in the
Angiosperm Order .
. Apiales" lecture by biolo-
gy professor Gregory M.
Plunkett of Virginia
Commonwealth University,
Multipurpose Classroom
Building, Room 106. 11:40
a.m. Sponsored by Boise
State biology department.
Free. Call 4<26-5262.
MAYS
Auction '01, Boise
Center on the Grove.
Doors open at 4 p.m. for
silent auction, dinner at 6
-p.m: followed by live auc-
tion. Presented by Bronco
Athletic Association and
Boise State University
Alumni Association.
Tickets: $100. Call 426-
1266.
SPORTING EVENTS
MAYs
Boise School District
junior high track meet,
Bronco Stadium.
MAY 4-
Boise School District
high school track meet,
Bronco Stadium.
MaYD
.Idaho Great Potato'
Marathon, Sandy Point to
Boise. For more informa-
tion call Tim Severa at
544-5501.
B·S.UGRADUATION
.Inyour future?
Call ...
, $59.00 Bronco Graduation Rate
May 11,12;'2001 .
For reservations call (208)331-2700
*:OnJy2bloc~fromcampus*
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Build credit without using credit cards
Co-
by Benjy Ekhaus
Indiana Daily
(Indiana U.)
BLOOMINGTON, indo -
Marc Davenport applied for
a credit card when he
turned 18 two years ago. He
wanted to establish good
credit. He knew he would
, eventually need a loan, and
wanted to be in a position
for the best possible inter-
est rate.
Now 20, Davenport, a
nonstudent, is $3,000 in
debt and owes money to
four credit card companies.
Enrolled as a sophomore at
Indiana University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis
in the fall, Davenport took
the spring semester off to
work and pay his bills. '
Davenport is an example
of what can happen when
trying to establish a good
credit history. Establishing
good credit helps people
save money on 'interest
rates for future - 'loans
because it shows lender~
their money is more likely
to be repaid. While using a
credit card can be helpful in
establishing credit, it can be
risky if one does not have
the financial resources to
pay the bill on time, said
_business school- Lecturer in
Management David
Haeberle. Haeberle said
establishing good credit
without a credit card is the
best way to go:
H.e' explained' several
ways to build good credit
and never open the
• Pandora's box or' credit
cards: - -
-Put rent in your name
, -Paying rent on time is a
better way to build good
credit history than using
credit cards.
-A future lender wants to
know that borrowers will
make their payments on
time. Living in a house or
Student,
they are in seeing that they'
did not abuse it.
"When they see you have
been granted credit, that
right there is enough to get
a loan," Haeberle said.
-, This means simply get-
ting the credit card is good
enough to impress .lenders,
But Haeberle said to be cau-
tious.
"Applying for too many is
dangerous," Haeberle said.
"When a company offering
cards reviews your applica-
tion and sees several- previ-
ous applications, they see
something.is fishy and will
refuse to grant you a card."
This denial appears on
credit reports and never
-vanishes. Being denied
credit is worse than owing a
debt.
Keep a healthy checking
account and debit card
A debit card acts just like
a credit card. The only dif-
ference with a debit card is
money 'is immediately
removed from the checking
account. There is no worry
about getting into debt, as
long as there is money in
the account.
"If you don't bounce
checks or go spend more
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. than you hav~ that looks
lIIustraion by Ryan Hancock good to lenders," Haeberle
said.
apartment involves a than other kinds of bills. fashion is important to the Remember that establish-
monthly payment. Phone- bills, utility bills" borrower. ing good credit is not as
Whoever's name is on the cable bills, even Internet For example, IV bills important as avoiding bad
paperwork will benefit bills _ it makes no differ- about ' 13,000 'people credit, Haeberle said. He
from the good credit histo- erice. Payment of these bills statewide for student 'loans. saidJiaving no credit is a-
ry generated by timely pay- and any other kinds of About 20 percent· of them go?d-thing, but once a stu-
ments. loans are reported to credit have problems paying them dent slides into bad credit
-While being late on bureaus. back, said Barbara Bright it can take a long time to
these payments is not a The important thingisr director of ,student loa~ climb out. Davenport is 11
good idea, it is not as bad that all these non-credit administrations-at IV. But ,good example.
as putting off a credit card card bills carry much lower the interest they have to "Eventually Tcou'fdn't
bill, which can charge more interest rates than credit pay is~no more~ha,n:5. per- keep up with all the pay-
than 15 percent in annual card bills, so being late is cent annually, Bright said. ,ments: ... I can'teven afford
interest. not nearly as costly. These Apply for a few credit the 80 bucks":li "month
-Pay bills on time bills have_ ,advantages _cards, but don'tuse them between the four cards"
Credit card bills are not because they ;'de;nbtlstr'aU"~:t !.:Fu'tiir~lend~f§-areh'Ot.as"payenport said. '''it builds
any ~ore important or per- ~o future lenders that pay- interested in seeing bor- up "really quickly.
suasive to a future lender 109 for services in a, timely rowers pay back credit as . - 'L~ ~ ~~~_~_~ ~ - __~__~__~ - ~_~__~ ~__ J
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Because, I said "No"
Parenting decisions last a lifetime'
by Casey Burkett
When I think of the
choices I have made, I
wonder if I ever really
thought what the implica-
tions of those choices
would be. I took logical
steps. Fall in love. Get
married. Start a' family.
That's just what I thought
people did.
I see all these anti-teen
parenting, ads with the
super action dad with dia-
per action grip, and the
mommy doll, with father
not available, "On the way
to unemployment. .." the
prepubescents say in the
commercial. I secretly
chuckle inside because it's
so true; not just for teens
but for anyone making
choices without under-
standing what they entail,
or without researching
what changes they will
have to make to accommo-
date their decisions (note
that the choice to have sex
doesn't necessarily include
the "choice" to procreate,
though it should be an
understood risk). Teens,
twenty-something parents,
anyone starting a family is
embarking unto uncharted
territory, scary and excit-
ing, an adventure for
sure ... choices for life.
Now, I thought about
this for quite some time
before my wife and I got
pregnant. I thought about
all the changes we would
make, and the sacrifices we
- .A parent's forum
would endure,' and all the
happiness a child would
bring us. I thought about
these 'things for months,
and still haven't come .to
grips with the fact that I
have cre-
ated life
and am
fully in
con t r 0 1·
and
responsi-
,ble for
that life.
He's not a
clay pot I'
made in art class, an oddly
shaped ashtray; he' is
life-s-a miracle, a gift, and
a blessing. Even now as
we approach his second
birthday, I still am taken
back when I think about
it. Hence, does this mean
without experiencing the
event of having and rear-
i~g-a child. for several
years (obviously more
than two) one cannot gain
f u 1 1
apprecia-
tion for
the
" responsi-
bilities
and mar-
vel of
life, or is
it unfath-
omable
altogether, it's just how
we perpetuate and never
fully appreciate the ability
, and miracle there in?
All to many of us close
our eyes and leap. We take
logical steps, or exempt
ourselves from the risks,
either way we close' them
tight and jump. And end
up in situations where our
'control is minimized, '
where the situation takes
power and we are just
along for the ride.
Situations few can handle
well, maybe brought on
with good intentions, but
difficult at the least. Now,
I have come to this point
for a reason, not to say
that, I made hasty choices
and to tell all the college
'kids to think real hard
before they embark on
such adventures-to learn
from my mistakes.
Actually I have come
here with quite ,the oppo-
site intention, for I have
made no mistakes, I have
made clear-cut decisions.
, Well-reasoned, well
thought-out decisions
with, responsibilities and
impending changes under-
stood as fully as possible.
Results may very; things I
thought I knew have
proven themselves quite
different; as such things
, usually do.
Challenges I thought I
was prepared for have
proven more difficult, but
not impossible. And, with-
in that lies my intent.
He's not a clay pot I
made in art class, an
oddly shaped ash-
tray; he is life-a mir-
acle, a gift, and a
blessing
summer lNork
$1O~$15GUAR. BASE·APPT.
, Customer sales/service positions
I No telemarketing or door to door sales
Full/part time work- flex. hrs.
, Resume' experience for all ~rs
Scholarships· internships av ble
Conditions appl1:. '
No experience necessary, tra... ing provided
Interview Now, Positions Start after finals!
, Boise
Lewisto°n
208-685-0266
208-798-1198
Twin Falls 208-737-0660
Pocatello 208-2~2-1391
www.wQrkforstudents.com
,
Denver 31)3-306-1247
S~LtLake City 801-567-1389
La an ' 435-755"6145
Co orado Springs 719-227-9436
Boulder 303-442-7777
~soula 406-721-0282
Seattle 206-364-9140
~gham 360-756-9689
st>kane 509-892-1723
Kitsap County 360-613-9713
Fedral way/Kent 253-52Q-1949
Vancouver 360-573-1868
Fail-banks .. 907-474-1711 ..
Provo 801-224-2081
Ogden 801-525-9675
St. George 435-627-8618
Ft. Collins 970-416-1910
Grand Junction 970-242-6548
Billings 406-896-8885
Pueblo '719-544-4559
Olympia. 360-236-0946
Tacoma 253-983-0170
Eugene 541-484-2807
Anchorage ,a07-562-8880
Portland "So3-771-9980
Everett 425-290-8942
Think about it, think long
and hard, and know what-
ever you expect will prove
itself to be nearly the
opposite. Understand what
changes will be required of
you, and though they seem
simple and easy, the oppo-
site again rears it, ugly
head. But, know it's possi-
ble; people do it everyday,
and do it with success,
some better then others,
but nearly all, survive
intact and feel the better
person for it. It boils down
to another anti-teen sex
campaign, "Sex lasts a
moment, being a parent
lasts your whole life .....
and all that other crap. But
I'm not some arrogant
teen, or someone who's
made a mistake and landed
in a place they did not
want to be; no, I am a par-
ent by choice. And, in that
too comes a lesson to be"
learned, by myself, and
anyone else willing. It is
simple, and, it's in self-
reflection I say, the deci-
sions I made thinking I
was fully' informed and
prepared for, have since
proved the opposite' or
very different. And, for
someone coming upon
those decisions now or in
the near future, that may
be helpful. And, for some-
one with those decisions
behind them, realizing
,that things have not
turned out as they expect-
ed is not unusual, and the
best can come from what
seems to be the worst. Yes,
hindsight is 20/20. But, "If
I had only known then,
what I know now ... when I
was younger" (isn't that a
Mitsubishi commercial?).
BecauseISaidNo@hot-
. mail.com is the address;' I
am accepting input,
through the end of the
semester, after that, who
knows.
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WEE'KLY D,RINK SPECIALS
(A GUIDE TO MAKE YOUR FINANCiAL AID LAST LONGER.)
TUESDAY: 2 for Tuesday: buy one draft beer (domestic or micro)
Or
Any well drink . AI '
Your second one will be FREE IVO
':.- .~
WEDNESDAY: . $1.00 domestic 140z draft beer
$2.00 micro brews
(yes,that includes FatTire)
THURSDAY: Ladies night!
Ladies your drinks are $1.00 all night long. '
own and watch "Survivor and Will and Grace"on all our big screens
·0Party
..ayo
$1.00 drafts
~y Other Specials
with Corona and Tequila
5-10pm
--
Stubborn
horns and bro-
ken bones at
the Bull';'Riding
Blowout
. by Lyn comns
I've been to several rodeo
-events in my day, even rode in a
few,and I must say that the PBR
association puts on a hell of a
show. The Bull Riding Blowout
on night of April 27 at the
Idaho Center wasn't without its
problems though. Besides the
annoying little kids in front of
me, the bulls were the most pas-
.sive .I have ever seen-there
were eight re-rides due to unco-
operative bulls. I went expect-
ing to hear hard country tunes
blasting while some of the top
names in bull riding took their
eight-second shot at the big
bucks. Instead rock n' roll;
blared from the speakers. Don't
get me wrong though, I had a
great time at the event and it
was well worth the money. I
lost my voice from cheering and
my hands hurt from all the clap-
ping.
The night started off ona
great note with the country
band Ricochet singing an excel-
lent rendition of our national
anthem. Wiley Peterson of
Fort Hall, Idaho quickly became
the man to beat when he got. a
score of 87,only four rides into
the event on the back of the
popular bull, Night Moves.
Peterson's SCOIl! wasn't beaten
until fifteen rides later when
Tony Mendes rode Preacher for
a score of 87.5.
Other highlights of the
night included Jed Ward's 'ride
on Cowboy Down, in which the
bull slammed Ward into the
chute gate, breaking Ward's
arm. Ward came back later for a
re-ride, broken arm and all, only
to falloff after five seconds.
The top ride went to Jim Sharp
who ~t a 91 'on'~great' re-ride,
but I think the mghlight of the
evening was the incredible 89.5
ride' by the seven-time bull-rid-
ing champ, Ty Murray. .All in
all, it was the best. bull riding
action I'd~in a long time. .
'L ." ,
........"'"~-:'\'<~,,< \ • " •
by Jijn Toweil1
"The orgasms I have are a
little more athletic than
when I was on heroin," com-
mented Storm Large (yes,
her given name), front-
woman of the San Francisco
rock quintet, Storm Inc. after
their April 25 show at the
Neurolux, As the quote
implies, Storm is more than
candid on the topic of sexu-
ality,but more on that later.
.Opening the' show were
local acts Central .Boise
Library (who this reviewer
didn't get to see because he's
never punctual) and
Stumbleblind. The latter isa
rock n' roll group who wield
the standard instruments
plus. an extra drummer, key-
boards, and sometimes a
manic trumpet player.' The
resulting sound is surpris-
ingly cohesive and eclectic
without being experimental.
Stumbleblindwill play the
Neurolux again with
Doublewide and Costume
Jewelry on May so.
Storm Inc. took over the
stage next with an almost
imposingly professional
appearance-not quite as
businesslike as their moniker
would suggest, but with
enough style to show .that
they had done this before.
Storm began her arresting
show by sultrily crooning
and stroking the microphone
stand, .thereby causing the
eyes of every male (editor's
note: except for this reviewer
who is an atheist homosexu-
al) in the audience to fixate'
on her six-foot tall frame.
When asked' about this' brief
liaison she said, "I always do
that .. .it kinda grounds me."
The' rest of the band
seemed to respond to the
pervasive .sexual energy,
cranking out energetic jams
that ranged from more
melodic radio-friendly. rock
to midtempo punk tunes
sIightl1. reminiscent of
Nashville Pussy or the Black
Halos. Bassist Ubi Whitaker
proceeded' to make •some of
the mose interesting faces in
rock history without missing
-=---_._-~---~~--_. '-' ...
, " : ano.te,and guitarist Michael
Cavaseno used an impressive' .
array of effects pedals and a
little Flamenco guitar work
to beef up his sound. The
rhythm was enhanced by the
occasional use of a drum
machine, and Kevin Carnes',
precise percussion caused
several patrons to leave their
drinks on the table and .
dance. .
But despite the quality of .;
the instrumentation, Storm
was difficult to ignore and
was definitely the centerpiece
of the show. Her presence
was slyly sexual and impas-
sioned, and her voice
matched her body and went
beyond. Storm swept up
members of .the crowd with
sweet, yearning vocals,
knocked them around a bit
with powerful screams, and
forced them to pay attention
with succinctly sarcastic spo- .
ken word montages about the
evils' of modern advertising'
and junk media. Stacked
.against some of her contem-
poraries like Bif Naked or
Gwen Stefani of No 'Doubt,
she might actually make
them look like competitors in
a high school talent competi-
tion.
Storm's attire, panties
showing above her skin-tight
leggings and below an equal-
ly tight tank top, was mis-
leading; disguising an intelli-
gent and articulate woman
from the sight of those who
judge only by appearance.
On the topic of her sexual
stage show, Storm remarked,
"I've always been sexual,
even when I was a 'tub' ... I
use it as an exclamation point
after what I'm saying ... it's
sad to say that people will lis-
ten to me more if they want
to fuck me. That's not why I
do what I do, but it's some-
thing I've discovered along
, the way." As to why she does
.:do. what she does, she said
she wants "to play great
music ... ~rite songs that will'
get people off drugs, I want
to make people feel ,good .
about themselves," And Judg-
ing from the response of the
often indifferent Neurolux
crowd, she inight just have
accomplished that: . .
An independent activist recording ana performing
group committed to social justice and cultural resistance
is going to be in Boise Friday, May 4' from 7 p.m.-mid-.
night. They will be performing 'at The Student Union
Building in Hatc-h .' .
Ballrooms A and B. Admission is FREE to this punk
rock showL' .'.
For those of you not familiar with this band, here is
some information:
They are two (sometimes three) radical progressive
men who have inspired audiences and fans across the
United States
and Europe.
They promote
resistance to
the evils of
capitalism, big
corporate busi-
ness, racism,
sexism, homo-
phobia and all
forms' of vio-
lence, especial-
ly construction
'. of masculinity
and violence toward women, and animal rights. These are
only a few of the topics.
They also encourage feminism, tolerance, awareness,
resistance, civil disobedience, vegetarianism, civil rights,
peace, unity, understanding, solidarity and empowerment.
.. .ifYOu.gQ.'!~i;
hat :C~n~ldated'l~ Co~cert
hen: friday May 4,1 Pm7m1dnlQht
ere: H~td1BallrOoms A and B,
., Stl.K.lent. Union BIdQ.:
"0""M",CI1:,FitE Enfr·. .. ..' ."
hy: ~youhCNe~~todo?;
During their show, there will be interaction with the
band and audience, and an open microphone will be pro-
vided a couple times for discussion. .
Safe spaces will be available for men and women who
may need to take a break and gather their thoughts.
Community and campus resource lists will be available
for anyone interested. Refreshments will also be on hand.
Consolidated's new release, The End OF Meaning can
be purchased at the show as well.
Consolidated has also agreed to come to Boise in the
fall to perform and conduct workshops on all previously
mentioned issues.
. If you would like anymore information, contact Lani
Shands . at alantis71@g,west,net, Marty Orr at
morr@boisestate,edu . or LauriOwen at
Lauri@FemPower.org
Or visist Consolidated's Web site at: www.consolidat-
edmusic.org . , . .
In November !WOO, the Alter~ative Press Magazine
voted Consolidated's Album "Friendly Fa$cism" one of the
"10 Essential Political Revolution Albums." Other bands
included on the list al'eBikini Kill, Rage Against the
Machine and The Clash. .
--- .: -~- "'!. -.~ .r. .-:-=:-:,-.::
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Upcoming summer mQyies.getrnixed revi~w$:
by Travis Call
The Utah Statesman
(Utah State u.)
040/27/2001
(U-WIRE) LOGAN,
Utah. Ah summer: that most
sublime of seasons when
students can pause from
. their mental labors, leave
the classroom and rediscov-
er the real world. It's a sea-
son of financial reprieve
from the almost unbearable
burden of tuition and book-
store price gouging. Instead
of wasting time memorizing
- who fought who in. the first
Punic War, students can
spend time engaged in
weightier investigations, like
finding out what that girl.in
your history class looks like
in a bikini.
Being .students, however,
we must keep exercising our
minds continually
stretching their storage
capacity for the coming fall.
Where should we turn to fill
them? To the theaters, of
.course, for the latest offer;"
ings in blockbuster enter-
, . tainment. This summer has
it all from shallow, frenetic
thrill flicks to patriotic for-
mula films fine-tuned to
stimulate the emaciated
nerve of American patriot-
Dorm style 'units
furnished rnchrcles:
utilities and cable with
HBO" 0ll~ block from
BSU, have own phone. .:
Share bath with one
orher. Share kitchen
with three others. .
No RD and no RA's.
call
336-878'7
ism. Here are a few of this
summer's offerings: .
"DRIVEN"
(April 27)
This film was written by
and stars that master of the
spoken word, Sylvester'
Stallone. How in the hell did
he write an entire movie? I'd
have given anything to be a
fly 011 the wall. in that room.
"Yo Adrienne, what's a syn-
onym for crappy?" I'll eat
my shirt if this movie gets
goo~' reviews from the view-
ing public.
"THE MUMMY
RETURNS"
(May 4)
The Mummy rises again.
when his sarcophagus' is
brought to London as part
of an exhibit .-:.. only this
time the threat isn't just
from him, but his resurrect-
ed bride' and something even
more dangerous.
I'm not sure what could
be more dangerous than an
angry wife who's been kept
in a box for a thousand years,
but I'll. give this one a
chance and find out.
"sHREK"
(May 18)
This is the 'one I keep see-
ing previews for. It has
Eddie Murphy doing the
voice of a donkey. They've
finally found the perfect role
for him. "Shrek" is a green
monster who must thwart an
evil prince, slay a dragon and
save a princess. Other voice
talent includes Mike Meyers
and Cameron Diaz.
"PEARL HARBOR"
(May 25)
This movie could set the
diversity craze on this cam-
pus back a few years, as it is
partly a recreation of the
. bombing of Pearl Harbor by
the Japanese Empire. It's
also a love story about a
woman whose man goes off
to .war and is killed. She, of
course, runs straight into
\
.~ . \
the comforting arms' of his
brother only to discover that
brother number one is still
- alive.
"TOMB
RAIDER"
·OuneI5)
Straight from your PC
onto the big screen comes a
much higher resolution ver-
sion of the computer fantasy
girl, Lara Croft. She will be
played by Angelina Jolie -'
yummy.
"A:I!'
(June 29)
This offering from the
ubiquitous Steven Spielberg
is about a futuristic robot
boy who learns he has feel-
ings. This has been done in
"Star Trek" so many -times
that only a robot could count
them. Even so, with the
Spielberg name on it, it
promises to be excellent.
"JURASSIC
PARK III"
(July 10)
A rich playboyparaglider
goes off .course and crash- ~
lands on Isla Sorna. Dr .
Grant is asked to lead a res-
cue mission to retrieve him,
but when the plane carrying
the rescue team crashes, it
will be him who'll need res-
cuing, I hope this one turns
out better than the second,
which was about as interest-
ing as, say, sifting through
the dirt in my yard looking
for fossilized dinosaur poop.
"PLANET OF
THE APES"
(July 17)
Tim Burton' directs this
remake of the classic '60S
sci-fi film. In the future, an
astronaut goes on an expedi-
tion to find a missing star-
ship and crashes on a planet
where sentient Apes rule the
planet and humans aremute
slaves. I thought the first
one was creepy and I'm pret-
see Movies· pg. 23
- - - --- ._-_ .._-_.-.-_. __ ..----~-- _--_._----_., _-_._-.- -- .
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Built':to' Spill preachesto",theconllert.'· 'Sassy',and Sublime' dance
ed; they respond 'with glee .concert includes· salsa and
, . 'hot latin'
Other old favorites like "Hazy" muster while its members have
from the first BTS record, and their eyes practically glued. to
"Terrible/Perfect" from The the floor. Built to Spill are no
.Normal 2ears.singles and rari- shoegazers though, and their
ties compilation were included, impassioned excursions into
as well as a cover of The Halo jam territory were mostdecid-
Benders' (a band Doug is a edly rock 'n' roll as opposed
member of) jam, God Don't pretentious noodling. Even
Make No Junk. Martsch's long experimental
Pulling old tricks out of the guitar solo at the end of the set
bag excited the crowd and. didn't seem frivolous or self-
incited several impassioned indulgent, unlike his so-plus
sing-alongs, but there was a minute foray into near-insanity
noticeable lack of new material, at last summer's Hyde Park
which is a bit strange since Street Fair. Most bands who
BTS ' new record isn't too far are together for eight years
off on the horizon. (OK, Martsch is the only origi-
Still, the band sounded nal member ... but the songs are
much more cohesive and the same!) slip into monotony.
vibrant than they have in quite and hit a definite downward
awhile, playing with as much trend, but Built to Spill showed
energy a band can possibly no signs of growing elderly.
by Jjm Toweill
Doug Martsch,
singer/songwriter/guitar.
maniac of the enduringly popu-
lar Built to Spill must be feeling
sentimental.
The' quartet played its first
Boise show in several months
on April 19 at the Neurolux
[definitely not a strange venue
to the band) and kicked out
more of their classic material
than they'd done in quite
awhile.
Songs from 1994<'s There's
Nothing Wrong with Love made
up the biggest portion of the
set, with 'Twin Falls," 'The
Source," and "Stab" evolving
into solos and jam sessions.
NOW OPEN in
Capitol Village!
At the
ii1terse~tion of
Capitol and
University":
next to Panda
Express!
.--_._--_._._-------_ .
Dances will range from hearted jazz pieces, dra-
jazz to classical and dra- matic solos, and a piece
matic to comedic at "Sassy danced to music by
and Sublime," a dance con- Radiohead, A new piece by
cert by Boise State theatre arts professor
University dance students . Marla Hansen, choreo-
at 7:30 graphed
p.m. M~y . . if you gO... to music
4-5, IIIWh t by gui-
Stage II0 a Danceconcert tarist Leo
the en:May 4-5, 7:30pm K 0 t t k e ,
Morrison Where: Slage II,MolTlsonCenter will also
C e n t e r . HowMuch: $4 general, $3 students be per,.
Admission . . and seniors formed. .
at theWh .
door is $4< . y: HOT LAnNI Need I soy more?
general
and $S for students and
seniors.
Original choreography
by students and faculty
will include hot Latin,
.salsa partnering, pas de
deux, classical ballet varia-
tions on pointe, light-
"Sassy
and
Sublime" is presented by
'the Boise State theatre
arts department. For more
. information, call 4<26-
3980 .
rbiter
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-You don't have to be a
philosophy major to come to
grips with the truth about
pizza. All you need to know is
Papa John's delivers the.
perfect pizza at the perfect
price. And then you need to
know a number to call to make
it happen. Better yet, just use
the number below. Easy, huh? .
Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. .
Everyday.
South Boise &
SW'Boise
2404 S.Orchard Rd
'342-5050
Order Online Nationwide! www.papajohns.com
Free Delivery and Carryout
1'1/./ \
BSUCampus&
East Boise
1323Broadway Ave.[8.I j fIi 'I )".:1]1 ,. ;I , I ~___,~~_. 1. ~ ,', Ai. I 367-9200
Boise choristers
represent all
letters of,the
alphabet in
spring concert
Music from A to Z, '1\ve
Maria" to Ziegfeld Follies that
is, will be the theme of the
Boise Choristers 60th annual
spring concert. at 7:30 p.m.
May 17 and 18, at the
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Admission is free, but dona-
tions will be accepted and will
benefit music scholarships at
• Boise State University.
Choral . selections will
include Holst's eight-part, a
cappella arrangement of '1\ve
, Maria," Mulholland's "LifeHas
LovelinessTo Sell,"with David
Saunders on horn, and a set of
folk pieces from South Africa,
Scotland, Ireland and African
American cultures.' The
Choristers will also present
their own special version of
the Ziegfeld Follies with music
from Ziegfeld Follies programs
of the '20s and tsoe
All sets, including the
Ziegfeld Follies, will be per-
formed in costumes. Also fea-
tured will be the two Boise
State music students who
received Choristers scholar-
ships this academic year -
Johann Vargas, piano, and
vocalist Rachael Williams,
whose mother and grandmoth-
er sing with the Choristers. '
Williams' third generation
involvement with the
.Choristers exemplifies the
group's long history in Boise.
Founded in 1919, the
Choristers' goals have been to
provide fine music for 'the com-
munity and to assist aspiring
musicians financially.That tra-
dition will continue. with two
scholarships for200H)2, to be
given in memory of longtime
Choristers member Frances
Groves. For more information,
call 426-3980 or 342-5333.
Movies from pg. 20
ty sure I'll feel the same way
about this one - especially
coming from a director like
Tim.Burton.
"AMERICAN
PIE 2"·
(August, 10)
The gang is back from
College' and getting togeth-
er for a summer reunion at a
lakeshore house in
Michigan. In addition to the
usual tomfoolery, Jim must
prepare for the arrival of a
special guest - French for-
. eign exchange student
Nadia. "American Pie 2"
stars pretty much the same
cast as the first.
Critics are saying it will
be hard-pressed to be, as
fresh as the first one. The
;.mW'8,~recrto{sa~e, p~omisin g
there will be nerromantic
encounters " with",', baked
goods this time around. "
"JAY AND
S~LE~T BOB
STRIKE
BACK"
(August 10)
When the real Jay & Silent
Bob catch wind of the film, they
head to New Jersey to sabotage
the film's world premiere. This
movie will be a lot funnier and
make a lot more sense if you go
out and rent "Mallrats" or
"Chasing Amy" first. Both
movies are fresh arid funny.
This promises to be more of
the same. It stars Kevin Smith,
Jason Mewes and Ben Affleck.
r-10u.~rsfrom pg. 13
-.. " _ ~ >., ; '~";
between mothers and daugh-
ters and \~hat it means. to a
mother,wilf show, A second
documentary, t,ilm, produced
by University.' Television
Productions, will address the
meaning of mothering to stu-
dents. Performers will
include: Joy Steiner's story:
telling on different types of
mothers, Jeanette Ross' story-
telling on motherhood, The
Jay Birds singing group,
singer Beth Wilson, African
dancer 'Faida Muziliwa,
Native American drumming
circle Weku 0 Ye, audience
members honoring their
mothers on an open mic and
guest speakers. The speakers'
topics will include: raising a
child withADHD and ADD, a
lesbian mother raising a child,
teachers as mothers, being, a
single father, motherhood,
Str~l1geLaws " .
If you're going to be driving through Utah, be alert becausethe birds ,have the right.
, of wayon the state highways.
·23·,
and mothers from other coun-
tries. Those wishing to attend
the dinner and performances
must reserve tickets.
Everyone is invited to cele-
brate and honor whomever
was a mothering influence in
their lives-a biological
mother, teacher, friend, earth
mother, or a male or female
role model.
This is also an opportunity
for graduating students to
honor their mothers before
graduation! Tickets are
required for the evening din-
ner and program and may be
picked up at the student infor-
mation desk in the Student
Union. To reserve tickets, or
for more information, call
426-1223.
- BSU News Services
In California'it is against the law to peel an orange in your hdtel room.
If you're planning on doing any fishing while visitingShicago,be sure ypud0r::t'tdo,
it in your pajamas or you might spend the rest of your vacation injaiI.'· '
Walking down the streets of Mainewithyourshoes untiedis illegal.
~,
", FIND OUT "OW A COLLEGE DEGREE CAN
" 'MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR LIFE.
fJ30iseCcJltr
George Fox Univcrslty's Boise Center offers evening bachelor's
and master's degrees programs that teach the high-demand
skills desired by businesses today,
• Fully accredited bachelor's and master's degrees
• Nationally recognized for academic reputation
.• Classes held in the evening once a week
• Academic lind flnanclal aid co.unseling available
Some colleg« "".'Jil is "·'/Ilired. Cull 375-J9IJO.lOl' WI individuol umsuhutton.
George Fox University - Boise Center - 8950 W. Emerald Street Suite 158- Boise. ID 83704
208-375-3900/800-749-4369
Find it. '
Sell it.
. Trade it.
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"" '''Ka~akuteAoINeko"-Acryllcon illustration board.
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"Blue Rose"- Acrylic on canvas.
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*** ALLGALL~RYIMAGESTHISWEEK ARE '
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~'Mama'~.d.eps-Watercolor on·lIlustratlol1.board.· "
YoqrmolD is going to bate oor low fares.
Travel Tuesday, Wednesday, or Saturday
Each way with 7-day advance roundtrip purc:hase.
You can now fly home anytime you want. even jf it's lust to do laundry. Be sure to purchase your ticket "
at least seven days in advance, within one day of making reservatlons/and by May 24,2001.:Seats' '
are limited and won't be available on some flights that operate during very busy travel times arid>
holiday periods' like Memorial Day, July 'Fourth, and Labor Day. For reservations, cai(yourt~a~el<,:>
agent or Southwest Airlines or log on for low fares'" at southwest.com. And don't (oi-getto'wam~Mom;" '
Fly Four, Get One Free.
Right now you can receive double credit as a Rapid Rewards Memberwh~nYou' pti,n;l:ta~e''J1cketleSs
Travel on our website. After just four roundtrips, you'll have a free ticket; To ,b~~d·m·e_·:a·-,M~.in~.#r,.;sigIt ~':
up on southwest.com after purchasing. ...•,·/t:'::~"r.; ~~. :',:':"'~;:',;,/
IEDEspailol1..800 ..VAMONOS·,(1..800 ..826 ..6667) I ..SOO.....FLY..SWA·(1..800 ..43.5..9792).'
" .
, ' south\vest.com, .'
FROM BOISE TO:
(Each way with roundtrip purchase]
Fares may be higherSunday, Monday,
Thursday. and Friday.
Albuquerque .........•............ $99
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)
Amarillo ...•............ ' $99
Austin ..............••........... ~$99
BaltimorelWash{ngton (BWI) $99
(29 miles to downtown Washington. D.C.) ,
Birmingham '" $99
Boston (See Providence)
Buffalo, NY ;. :-.~ , $99
(25miles to Niagara falls) .. . ,
Burbank ','.'.:';:.' ...•.. ::." $99
Chicago (Midway).,: $99
Columbus .....• , ..•.. ,', ';'. ;.: $99
EI Paso .......• '.•..••.....•....... $99
Houston (Hobby) $99
IndlanapoHs $99
Kansas City ; $99
Las Vegas $83
Little Rock ~$99
Los Angeles (LAX) $99
Midland/Odessa $99
Nashville .. ; : $99
New Orleans $99
Oakland .. : $99
(18miles to downtown San Francisco)
Oklahoma City , $99
Omaha ....................•...... $99
'Ontario $99
" (Easy access to Southern California)
;"Phoenix $99
_:.l>,ortland $39
.' Providence $99
" ' .: (Abetter way to Boston)
. Rena/Tahoe $56
Sacramento .. : •.....•.... , ..•• ; $99
St. louis ~; ; $99
Salt Lake City $39
San Antonio , $99.
San Diego $99
San Jose ...•...................... $99
Seattle/Tacoma ..............•..... $39
Spokane : $39
':tucson . ,•. , ';" ..•..•.. $99
1\Jlsa,',' : , :::.·,;: .. :.. : •.•.•. ·:,: ....._~99
Washington; ~~C; (~,a.alt!m()~liShl".aiOn)
.... -;" .
: Fares do notlncludetedei8l~tax of',>
,:$2.75 that Willbe impOsed oneachflighti'
segment of your itinerary. A flight segment
is defined as a takeoff and a landing.
Offer BPDIles to published. scheduled . '
servlce and InCfudes nonstop, direct (seme plane).
and comectlng service .
Fares do not Include airport taxes of up to $18
roundb'lp. Your plans must Incl\l~.a stayover of at
. I~t,one nlght.11cl<els8111 /1Clni'efunclable but (lIKCElPl
. fof' tickets purchased lhrough our Group Tlck8ts '",~=& apjllied towardtuture travel on
\1 Fere&_:SUbjd~JZ3 ~~~.
change In itinerary may resui In an Increase In tire.
FREE TlCKETOFFER: Double ~ offer
requires purchase and traYeI by December 31, 2001.
Changes to your ItIn9rary may eliminate the double
credit offer. After enroIUng online, your plastic
membership card wil be maied withln 14-21 ,days'
and you must present ,It at the gQJ upOn
check-In each tine you fly to receive credit toward
a free tlc:k8t. AI Rapld Rewards rules apply.
lL ; ... a
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Got something to say?
Say it with a classified ad
in The Arbiter! We offer
free classified advertising
for all students and staff
of BSU, for any non-busi-
ness ad of 25 words or
less. That's right, l:REE!
Classified advertising in
The Arbiter .., Parking may
not be free, but our classi-
fied ads can be ; )
The Arbiter is currently
. providing an all new serv-
ice right here in our classi-
fied ads section. A forum
for student groups, cam-
pus clubs, and BSU organ-
izations to share informa-
tion on upcoming events
and activities. Just e-mail
announcements@arbiter-
mail.com. Include your
group or orgallization's
name, as well as the time,
date, and location of the
event or activity, and a
brief description (25
words or less).
ASBSU provides
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
426-1440
with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/family law
landlord problems
." child custody andchild support
collection and debt
problems
personal. injury and
insurance
worlaDen's ~tion
claims
OOl:/crimlml
call ABB8u. fOr' mi
sppcjinaoent Att0:meY8:
~t lezaDiizand
John SChroeder
L .\ '.e'" .'" ~, "" ",1", '
Marxist study group
beginning this Fall. Call
388-8563 for details.
Advisors wanted.
2nd Chance Prom
Friday,May 4th from 8pm
to 'lam at the Mardi Gras.
Singles. $7, couples $12.
Dress is semi-formal.
Sponsored by; BGLAD
and YFFN.
Dave Matthews Band
Tickets. May 26th at Sam
Boyd Stadium in Las
Vegas. $ eo/each, call
Mike, 890-0453.
Female roommate wanted.
Located across the street
from BSU.$250/mo + 1/3
utilities. Call for details,
433-!!018.
New Student Information
Center is looking for
Campus Tour Guides.
$7/hr, Tues/Thurs 1:30-
2:45pm. Summer . hours
change. Greet guestsl per-
spective students, and con-
duct campus tours. Applyat
the New Student
Information Center.
Working rock blues trio
work study,. hiring addi-
tional members male or
female, keys, vox, percus-
. sion. 334-2289,Allen.
,
CAMP COUNSELORS
Summer
in New England
Have fun. Make a difference.
May 92,2001
PIT help wanted. stc/hr,
11:00am to 1:30pm
Monday through Saturday.
Must pass drug test Apply
at Deli George's, 401 S.8th
St., . Monday through
Friday from 2pm-6pm.
Lead vocalist wanted for
alternative rock band.
Dedication required.
Serious inquiries only.Call
Jake at 342-5069.
Camp Greytock & Romaca
seek caring, energetic counselors
and coaches. Co-ed staffs,
competltlve·saJaries + room and board.
Intems~lps are aVaIlable.located In the
Berl<shlre Mountains of MassachusetlS,
2.5 hours from Bos1on and NYC;.
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Olmblng
Wall, Creative Arts. Drama. Football,
GoW, Gymnastics. Hildng, Inline-Hockey,
Lacrosse. Mountain BIIdng, Sailing,
. Soccer, SoftbaI~ Swimming, Ttinnls,
Volleyball,Waterslding, plus nursing and
administrative posltl.lns.
Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students I
Join other BSU
students who enjoy a
flexible work schedule
while they earn great
part-time Income.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 376-4480
Beautiful waterfront campus,
outstanding group of people,
very rewarding summer.
Camp Romaca
for Girls:
888·2·romaca
VfWWQfDpmrmg CQID
Camp Greylock
for Boys:
800·842·5214
wtfWcvnpgrryIork rpm
Wlm ;)1C yOll dOlllg U'15SUIllIllCI"
Campus
Clubs
United Parcel Service
Employment
!=E}K]~
$8.50Ihr ~pS
Full Benefits
No Weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From
.Information:
On-Campus Call:
426·1745
Onth~Web:
www.upsJobs.com
UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative Action Employer.
IMAGINE THIS:
.Evenlng & Weekend
shifts 20-40 hrslwk
.Top Dollar - our reps
average $7-$12lhour
-Pald TraIning
Sturner ~
&Klein ~
~!:~!!~~ ...Arbiter
year's Fall & Spring Semesters;
" -Office MarJager
-Dlstributlon Personel! .
-Writers
-Advertisinq Representatives '
.-Graphic Designers .
. Positions fill quickly, so apply today!
Brad Arendt
,345'-8204 ext 101 ..;
l' " ;.'-,
The Scottish·
American Society is
a non-profit, commu-
nity oriented group
dedicated to promot-
ing awareness, and
celebration of
Scottish and other
Celtic heritages. Call
331-5675 for more
information, or for the
times and locations
of upcoming meet-
ings.
_.~ ..• ~ '. ,.• , " • '••. , .. _ " ... '" ,:-::: " _ ._ n , .. ,_ ., .. n "...,
,...,:.;
needs skilled photogra-
phersl. Postions available
for this semester and
next year. Great oppor-
tunities and exciting
.. work.' can The Arbiter's
Photo Editor, Ted
Harmon, at 345-8204
~ ,', ~ . i .;
ext. 301, to schedule an
interview.
. ; J I ~- I •~:I i
Golden Key National
Honor society will be
having a' meeting,
Wed. May 2, in the
Gisop room of the
SUB at noon.
Graduation Honor
Chords are for sale
for $15, contact Dr.
Novae at 426-12,38.
Read
DILBERT~
in The-
Arbiter
every
week, and
.you'libe
. dancing
. for Joy
. . .too.
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The Arbiter is sorry, but due to internet update problems we will once again be unable to provide a new
._Bell Curve comic or Word Search for this week.
WHY ARE OUR SOFT-
lJ\RE EXPENSES
HIGHER THAN
MARKETING'S SOfT-
l.Ut\RE EXPENSES?
TRY
REBOOTING
YOUR
COMPUTER.
DILBERT: C Unned Feature S~lcate,-Inc.
AN HOUR LATERi
fOR THE SAME f .......--------t
REASON THAT 1 DOES IT INVOLVE
MONKEYSQON'T: FUR IN, ANY .
WEARlJ\T~t~1 i l.Ut\Y?
\ i
We apologize for the inconvenience and assure you that we're pissed about it too!
Board Application
Form 2001-2002
OOiSESTBTEUllYERS1TY.(I.~VOLUNJEER
~)I~nu
• SERVICESReturn to: Student Activities,
Student Union Building, 1910 University Dr.
Boise, ID 83725-1335 426-4240
Name, '-- '-- _
Fin! M.I.
Date_I_I_
Last
SllCCt
LocaIPhone. _
Best time to call. _ E-mail, ----'- _
Student ID # Class Fr_ Soph_ Jr_ Sr_ Grad__
Major(s) Expected Graduation Date. _
How many credits are )'ou currently taking? _
What is you cumulative GPA? _
Are you committed to other positions/jobs (paid or volunteer)?
YES_ NO_
If yes, what position(s) __ ----'- ~
How many hours per week?_.:...- _
Positi6n: Interest
Please indlcat~ your top three choices
Assistant Director (2.5 OPA necdecI)
-Health Care' Issues Coordinator
Youth and.Education Issues Coordinator
Environment/Animal Issues Coordinator
-HungerlHolJ1elessness Issues Coordinator
- OutreaCh Coordinator (2 ~!l0ns ~~1.)
77re Botse SIOIe Unlvcr.rlty »Jlunlur ~Icu Board In ~rmotIon oflMlr conimltmmt to tu prlnclplu.·ofmulll-
cultural enhancement ~11!.' supportive of the concepti of nond1scrlmlnatl~n. q//lrInattve action. and equal opportunity
tu they .,.,,101010 race. creed. native origin. gcndct: 6exualorientatlon. age and P!'r!cx:! ~~IlIty;
Experience (please Include answer on a separate piece of paper)
I. Describe any previous volunteer experience.
2. Describe any leadership positions; educational or otherwise, which you have held.
3. Describe any experience in planning or promoting campus/community events.
4. List two reference names and phone numbers,
Minimum Requirements
I, Attendance at weekly VSB meetings, throughout year.
2. Participation in VSB officer training.
3, Commitment from date of hire to May IS of subsequent year.
4. Must have and maintain a minimum GPA of2.25 .on a 4.0 scale.
5. Must be enrolled in at least three (3) credits.
6. Minimum of5 scheduled office hours (between 8:00-5:00) plus 4 flex hours per week.
Read and Sign
I hereby certifythat the information on this application is accurate to the best of my
knowledge. I understand that the infonnation on thisforrn will be made available to the
..Volunteer Services Board and the VSB advisor. I understand and accept the obligations
outlined in the minimum requirements printed above -. I also understand that misrepresent-
ing my background on this application is grounds for dismissal.
Ihereby request that the registrar release, to the VSB advisor, my cumulative GPA and
the number of credit hours I am attempting this semester. I understand that 'the registrar
may release the inforination itt any time and that this release may remain in effect until I
request, in writing, that it be canceled, or when my appointed term has expired. .,
Applicant s Signature ----'- Date '-- _
_:1:
R~turn applications to Student Activities Office-Student Union
I
... .Il1o.:.:1
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